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WAY — MARCH 24, 1958
Several Women To.
Attend Conference
es Several local women plan to
Le attend the anneal
le the Methodist Memphis Conft•r-
ry ence of the Wcmen's Society
Christian Service in Dyersburg,
id 
Tennessee, March 25-27.
in Expected to attend the cenfer-
ence are several hundred womtn
from Western Tennessee and the
eight counties in western Ken-
tucky. Highlights of the meetell
reel include annual reports ol
the officers and committees with
addresses by church officials.
Those planning to attend from
Murray are mesdames; Paul T.
Lyles, Nat Ryan Hughes, Gingles
Wallis. J. B. Wilson, John Whit- '
nell. and Miss Frances Sexton.
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky CommunIty Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, March 25, 1958 MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
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Vol. LXXIX No. 72
HASTE MADE IMIS WASTE-he Panamanlin registry cargo vessel Nadia rests awash on rocks afew hundred yards from entrance to Alexandria. Egypt, harbor, a victim of being in a• hurry,.There was a storm, and the skipper tried to move in without a harbor pilot. All 35 Crewmen--- were taken off, but seven were hospitalized with injuries. (internattonal Soundphoroe
Price Cut Would Elvis Presley NowIn The Army1Boost Economy; Ehts Presley entewed. TO 'terstfell day of Army kfe today still
FF. CHAFFEE. Ark. .171 -Pvt.
.  dad in civilian clothes, liut a
GI haircut . was scheduied -to
How.To Do It? . median:eels- 'n' Ton :del vette came ts
speed its transition il jr11 g:ilger
le wets a elv rt. niche Lr !h.
t h:s Army Ind:tot:ea. c e n t e r. Tetnrriay as a drattee ?PAT% Mem-
peke, Rev( 'Ile aeundel at 3:30dItor's Note: Sane top govern-
s= echo...mete thee _ views
etch heavily yr-eh the admin-
hal .on believe price cute may
one key ee enepng the mea-
n Ttas view is er...red by
cc Preadece Nixon, The .opin-
ns, itilthered sn a member of
twenesearas, a r innemaraed
r'l7-416,04.
n Smith in the fellewing dis-
By MERRIMAN SMITH
ruled Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON le -Serne key
werrunent • economists believe
veer prices veseki glee ! h e
ono my a str Tiger Aleteinethe-
rm than a tax eut.
Vice President Richanti M.
hien akon feels a 'buyers' mar-
cr.". breugh about by price
is necessary to reopen the
d to recovery.
This new appr eich by persons
In 'or close to the administration
&Ws nut rule out a tax cut.
Seme top admineatraiion financ-
ial and pialiecal adeeeers regard
a hilIt cut as ir.evitable this year.
Their (only queneen is when and
what kind.
Bur. one oftheial who plays a
pr, ter.nent role in shaping. gee-
er nment krone:Wee policy calkd
prices "the key to the recession."
No Pat Answers
"They've got to e .me down-
tax cut or no tax cut," he told
the United. Prem.
These ecknerniste have no pat
enswer to the question of hew
to bong prices (town. The ivy-crnme.m.,= 0 ot-..1-livng i.n d e x
he anther record high last
month.
'Seine prominent businees fig-
ures. tett, agree prhces should
eme d .wn, ltktc set.ro to
have reele answer (thee than
to euggert some !tort of "under-
standing" between labor. a n d
ne gurtivnit to a livid /not herl"li_
rafilettionery , spend; ..
x • in believes all levels of
busMese musk epgoge. an- a trlf
Ihng pregram, towering prices
rid empthing ter the consum-
's dotlar He thinks labor
KIM help management in this
rr,gram by taking it easy on
ge d erne ruts .
Limit On Cuts
The vie., president admits
Weather
Report
Sy UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky - Cloudy
and rather cool with occasional
light drizzle this afternorm. High
neer 48. Mostly cloudy a n d
cognnued cool tonight and Wed-
nalliay. Low tonight 38 to 40.
) OHIO Wednesday 50 to 54.
Some 5:36 a.m. terhperatures:
Covhhe en 42, Hopkinseille 50,
Bowling Green 48, Lexington 41,
Loulsvele 44 and London 44.
Evansville, Ind., 44.
• ..411
!here is a limit to how Koss: se-
'ens oan cut prrctes. He d,.. te nee
take the peoinsin there should
be no wage inci'es&es tte yea:,
but con:cr.& these stioulei be r --
lsted to increased preincrevi*y
lest the raeult be mere inflation.
Gevernment econ•smiee; beck.
Int a piece - netting esoreheetr,
It.E it
money to spend and Wen won't
d-.) it because -if races-sem-burn
knee:Ley. They joint to income
figures showing teal, U.S. in-
c me last menh was actually
gher than at the same tune a
year ago.
Witham A. McDonnell, St.
Louie banker -and incoming
president of the U.S. Chamber
f C menerce, his stattei h i s
fem beet f that the current re-
eve:se n w not be clued by the
g mine= but "he. the market
place" and that lewer prices ire
(Continued on Page Four)
a.m., scarcely five hours after
the lights went out Monday
ght Sri Presley s barracks. He
said he halne eitpt at all the
=She befere. •
Besides getting his oversize
crewcut hair w :keel ever by
Army barbers, Presley was due
rec,ive 'his first Army pay-
I-es coy' for a full Meniti
as a private will be )78, con-
trasted *eh the $50,000 he has
made for a single appearance
as a hip-wrtggeng singer.
Presley doesn't got his uni-
form for stieving equipment, he
w• re only a small black bae,
suitable for shaving equesmeni,
he wrare on les first day al
duty today whir he were dur-
ng his trip MenSay.
Ths coneeseed ef a gray plaid
spert mat, a egte blue sleet
open at the thr..at, and dark
Sacks. Peeking fesr. under tie
triter cUth were "cat ebeote
Services For Children In
Homes, Discussed By Group
Sertrie, fir Children in Their
Own Homes, a service being re-
emphasized by present child
welare programs, whether pub-
tectly or privately sponsored. was
the tep4c di--cuseed at the meet-
ing of the Calloway County
S cal Se retice Advisory Cern -
mit • ee on Miereth 21.
The disicushen was led by
Mrs. Sylvia, Atkin.. Children's
• rvice W',r, k r, Divest.
Children's S mires. Department
if Economic Security. Mrs. At-
kins teemed out thot this re-
emplaces on rn 'deem ctekt wel-
fare pregrams has come about
by eve luatistne of services and
the resultant cibservatein that in
general the trerelp of gervices
treve rterteratt Irons their
-WV es related to strengthening
family life.
The objectives of services for
children in their own hmes is
based upon the ()h&c-nation that
children Mature and absorb the
st'anciarde of sreeety meg effec-
tively in the setting of the fam-
ily. which is the baste irtentu-
t: ,n of our culture. Theree,re,
the children have greater pros-
pects for . mire sa.'lisfrinig and
lasting pereenal and social ad-
jusaments, the speaker t vitt the
comanince.
Accent ngly, the object] v te of
the Divieem Chtideen's Set-v-
icen, as clencribed by Mrs. 'Atkins
is to preserve. strengthen, or
rest-gab:este through the local
'staffs. 'the neared poweble ep-
ee ach to a stable, prominent
life for ehtikiren ehose family
tics have been threatened, dis-
rupted or, perheps, never estob-
liehed. 'Phis Arjectlive 'is at:air.ed
by heeping parents to exerctse
cheer rights G. assume mire ef-
fectively their responsibikeies in
giving their cetildren more ade-
quiate care. This is dione by the
parents and the worker jointly
.destertnining the needs if the
children, deveeoping ond put' iag
-wee effect plans f o r meeting
Ite se needts threugh helping _ the
family to use ma xlmum
stremehs and capacities and the
-resources made available by the
e. manumit y
To Lac:hate more stable fam-
ily Zile. the Division offers
Homemaker Service w-hich pro-
vidt a qualified whinan in the
.ene to care for it and the
children whele the mother is ill
or tempi 'eerily abse it I, :hue
keeping the family group 'Intact.
Thes service, by Federal Gov -
errunent regulatien. is avaikable
-CirKet-iitiegereteee the bevisiol
wily in rume. areas of the state,
'suck as foster c a r e, adoption
seri:Sees to the courts,' services
to unmerited rreithers, interstate
p'anning. and licensing of child
carting and child placing inetitu-
teens ate, support the plan rif a
msre table and permanent de-
vet...went for , Children. These
services are scheduled for dis-
cuselc,n at future meetings of
the committee.
Ccenerninity interest, under-
standing and hipped, the speak-
s+ told the cemenettee, are most
necessary in order that the child
welfare pregnant., in a commun-
ity may attain maximum effee-
tivenens.
The Calaway County commit-
tee, appented by the Governor
by authority of KRS 205.33(f,
serves in " an aehesery capacity
to the C muniesioner of Eco-
manic .Security in relation to
the programs of the Divisleh of
Chtleiren'e Services ridthe Die,
vision of Publitwr kW:de n ce.
Memlbees of the local committee
include: Judge Wayion Rayburne
Rev. L. D. Wiliem, Gaylen T'hur-
.e.(Continued on Page Four)
AD Coe/ PAPE D - CoeY Fhpe,0
*0,
Churchill Will
1oic1 Group 
ERNIE ROB BAILEY HAS THEAgain Head
w . ch•let Was re- GRAND CHAMPION OF SHOW• pre-idend of 'he Mur-
-.7 Ch-mber pf • Ocartrnerce at _
ez met' ne ef the-beard ef
-s O'her rte.-ars re-elect4I
'Sire Wenzel Perry, elcs-preil-
'erre; Max 3eale, eecretary to
he hoard. J. hn H. Trotter was
timed es thearerce. •
T. 0. Miller. i-xecettivit-secre-
-y
7"..e, was re-ceeeted It the
:teen. Mrs. W:i:TY113 Bilengton
• dee ed to the full t in et
s teen is office secertery.
he new directors were in-
:led arid he five reining ek-
e sr; were released a n d
' eked for • thetr seerieces dur-
'r.g the .paert five years.
Now d'rectca•s rare James M.
Leareer ,W. C. McKee! . Eegar
Wrier, Joe Better Lineeten and
'')r. en 'Baker.
Re :Ting eerect rs are • James
Parker. E F. Site's. A. W. &m-
ine/is, Richard Tuck, and Henry
Holten.
•
Rites For Mike Todd
To Be Held Today
CHICAGO As --Las. reties tar
Melte Teed" taunt) yan4 Mew-
man ,wh • lived fir the kmeegthe
well be he'd this afternoon in c
erivate. cesnif ed ct met cry sere-
:cc request: by hiss w.c.I.5w, ac-
res. Elizabeth Taylor.
Todd, 50, voter was killed Set-
tle:lay en he flaming crash of
les private plane, will be busied
n a sueurban cemetery at the
foot his father's grave. The
area hos been roped off to keep
the press and public at a dis-
einet
The remains of the millienaire
pr,eiucer arrived in -Chicago be-
fore dawn today, encased *in a
tested casket.- aboard 1 Santa
Fe mate train from Atbi3nCi*Jt. T-
u e. N.M.
Men Taylor was schedeled to
arrive by plane hem Las An-
geles with a number et el. -se
HollYWki fr:ene.s and business
• •
Acc. nmenring Miss Taylor
were h's physican, Dr. Rexford
Kenna:nen her brother. Hewerd
Taylor; singer EcId.e Fisher;
Richard Hanley, reeld's execu-
tive sect-Wary: Helen Rose, a
studio designer and friend, and
0.11 Lysn, mevie publicist.
IN-xicr ,n, Michael Jr.. 29,
who is expected to, take over.
'he reins. of ho father's fiecoue •
enterprises, f 1 e .v.'• to Chitee ,
from New Y.,rk Ms fiat n gh'
for the funeral.
In marked ce. t to .
flare for making
he was alive his f. a.
be quiet and sciettnn.
• 'Only a•be
le /Wend the sere: 'se at the
es, rigregatien Beth Aaron Dershe
Toy Cemetery in suburban -
eel Park for traditional Jewish
g aves.de services.
Mae Taylor. %ache become hes-
t: Oen: at the news _of her hus-
band's deah and at first refuse
ed believe it, left the seclu-
ten of her H.Ry-wood h a an .e
et' nd•ay night ter the overnight
teght to , Chicago.
Grandson Of Local
People Is Injured
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna 'Rumfelt
received word this week that
their little grand-son. Frankie
Rumfelt is in a serious condition
following an accident in which
he was involved when a six-ion
school bus ran over him. His
condition is serious and upon
recovery he will have to be on
crutches for some time.
He is the son of Staff Sgt.
and Mrs. lAdenje Grey Ruin-
felt, seformerfr Mu v, but
now are stationed in NFle Hariip-
shire, Mass. The Rumtelts have
two other little boys.
WRONG ADDRESS
CHICAGO r -City Planning
C trareesioner Ira J. Bath ad-
mits his plannina gees awry
semettmes. Insetted to address a
meeting on loiter development
plans. Eta 'in' dinner
cense:testi en that no 'mention
was trade of harbors. He learn-
ed that he, w a s &Mending a
meeting of ladies garment ma n-
ufaoturers-ehe wrong meeting.
•
Figure Distorted
Says Labor Head
WASHINGTON IF -AFL-CIO
Pee • _rent Ge.ree Weeny Men-
.Ley =etre denounced the Senate
iiieekeirse .Ceencni tette' s report on
itS anveitigneores as a "disgrace-
fee, Sea,. t'.1741 senior" ref iecting
nee :-Ilabor base' s - .„
He said the report raised
"grave doubts" about the "am-
a'y, c,bjee teepee- and integ-
rity of the future operation's of
tie C. Mtn: titte. re"
se He made hes statement at et
cenearrin,g wish the AFL - 010
Egeorettee Ociuhreel.
1hr wormer:Ace report charged
that Aticials csf five unions in-
'see:peed during the meet year
at :le, "eirt5e72:•yi Cr misused."
m,.:e than 10 nrefeen dollars
am fl, 'wads
• Meany caicitie "headline-
ea itch rig figure a 10 ne Lean
*Zan elfcgeerly st . ten f rem
=fen Lresie canniet be jusefeed I
by rha reouid of the cemmit-
: hearingsie
He sad the report's net effect
%ere; to ind et the entire Labea
mevemenit for the rens of a few
ieecuring the AFL-CIO's cleanup
eelerts
Tha oernmettee. he said, "hae
carefully avoided a firrilar in -
eictenew re maaegcrnent wtech
'ices done netting to eliminate
vta, V& • 46/11101.'
-In stare ete.S1hiletinelliiiineilll
tee's repent little mere than a
ptiblinesteseekeng cl.ecurnenot," bat
A. "A field as important as
deers." a mature. sober
rno-Iys'isof the .et I tailseic.n-raYt a
N ago"- release."
New York Teacher
Beaten By Young
Bandits In Class
NEW YORK IP -A teacher
eho .was savagely beaten and
r, bbed while trying to pro: ect
pupilsin tes outdoor gyro class
!rem five Negro teen-age ban-
et-rs was reported in fair conth-
tem today in a hespeal.
The attack on Ardour Santos,
36. a Yeensed rnenister teaching
.n a . tl operated by the
Sc' r h fir V Advenlist church,
e's hronday attern 3', n in
'. in the Bronx.
.le. lateet outbreak in
r teen-aged incidents
.n parks, streets and
REVIVAL - Mrs. Charles Alden
Black of Atherton Card , wide-
ly knosAn as Shirley Temple,
cuddles some Shirley Temple
dolls at a reception in her
honot in New York Shirley,
now Lb, muthet of three Thil-
dren, was feted by• the doll In-
dustry in ,on 'unction With re-
vival ot the Smiley Temple
dolls. I I nit rivitiGnal
Hopkinsville To
Use State Serifice
IliANKFORT - The Cit
-of Hopkinstille Monday signed
fa contract with the Departmentof Econemic Development for
planning and zoning technical
assistance.
The planning end toning divi-
sion of the state agency. will
conduct studies of the city, which
has a population of 15.000, for
the preparation of a city base
map. a land use map, zoning
ordinances and a zoning map.
The. Hopkintsville planning and
v nine commission ard 'he sta,c
agency will be west-king up a
general plan that will meet
federal requirements for urban
renewal projects.
SIGN OF THE TIMES
WASHINGTON IF -The color
.heme for the President's Con-
ference on Occupational Safety
next week. formerly -safety
green," has been changed to I
"racket im purple."
Forty-five 4-H, .FFA Members
Participate In Hog Show, Sale
Ernie R Bailey, tray
Tra'.n ne Schaal_ setnere re and a
mem' se the 4-H Club, had
the Grand Chrinveen of the an-
neal 4-H, FFA is thaw and
-le yeeterdey at the Murray
-ck Ccmpany.
Young Bailey's hog weighed
214 resumes and was purchased
by the Bank of Murray f o r
$111 n at 52 cents' per pound.
The Reserve C'homeien w a s
placed Ery Ralph Oliver it the
Mturov Training Soh eel FFA.
lib.' chin-neer wesghed 195
reline, :Jed was pbrehased by
the-ThetiffieeMeere-al- sand Yeed-4
Cerimeny for $70.20. or 36 cent'
pair peend.
Fie y -se x Wee ribban animals
seere 'strewn. 54 red ritaben and
IS while ribbon.
Thirty-repo heavy Wetgilvt hogs
were wake 2S5 to 250 pounds
and. 94 lightweieht hogs Were
sold. 180 to 230 pounes. for 3
totat of 126.
4-H Clubs ,A  'n ,18 blue rib-
ens. 12 red and 4 white. Kirk-
V FFA wan 10 blues. 16 reds
andel white. The Murray Train-
ing Sch FFA w, n 29 blue
reabrow, 18 eed reale me and 2
weete.
Hazel wen 4 white ribbons.
Nettie 8 red and 3 white, Lynn
Grove 2 red and 2 whit..
Tt e ter • ...h, a 1,r!..: • f
17.15288 aril had a total weight
rf 25.829 pounds. The ale aver-
age was $27 73 per hundred.
Forty-five 4-H a it d FFA
members • part ci pat ed in the
stew and pale yesterday and
flnyetreven buyers were an hand
• n Perhese the animals.
A kst et the buyere is as f
-nes; Parker Pepe ,rn, Home;
Eels, Kentucky Pepe :lei Cern-
terry, Oetland Seed and Pep-
coon. Lege- are! Times. Tucker
Reality tampany, _Call oar" y
Cennty Republican te-
Calaway County S ii Ian:prove-
ment Aeseclanon, Ellis Pepesern,
Murrey Whekaale. Bank of
Murray. Murray Supply. • Peoples
Bank, Margin Oil Company,
Thurman Fume ure, Gus R.ib-
ertssn, Conner Implement, Beet-
Se•ttle, Reel Foot Packing C, m-
pany, Miller Funeral 14 o m e,
Lowery Trucking Company,
Scree Drug, Murray fiLitesfact-
30 per.( Gets 'Three Majorut  '%c7t 
Services In Planning
,
f Murray is at preeerr receiv-
ing technical a sei dance from the
Manning and liming revision
,if :he Department if Economic
Deveeement in Frankfort. Mr.
David P. Fogie, a prefesee oral
(*.AY planner employed by the
die-int LT:, IS now working with
the crimmissien on a series of
planning situdies.
The Planning and Zoning Di-
teeicin of the Department of
Ecc‘reorn,ic Develepenent w a s
estabtished t,, furnish a continu-
ing pl.nrItrsg service Ti', Ken-
tucky cities. The Department
recognizes that industries are
mrel interested in locating in
those eines that are planning
'ter the future. At the same time
it is realized that meat cities of
'he third threuth sirth class
cannot afford • to crepe ,a.• trained
cety plameng technicians to
guide the planning , for the city's
future growth and develeement.
The Pluming and Zoning Di-
vision provides eitees with the
fell:teeing technical planning
ervicrs:
1. A continuing ashistanee.  to
Is -cal planning e mmissions to
aid the cerruntirety in accomp-
lishing coordinated, physical and
financial dekeeopment.
2. Acts as the official state
agency through which federal
finldss art' available ter local
planning assietance to cities of
your 9 ze.
3. Continuous technical aseht-
ance ire the preparation at the
fesete•ving:
A. City base naps.
B. Lend-use hi r-veys.
' C. Zetning ordinance.
D. Maid' street plan •
E. Sub:keit-- n regulations.
F. Future band-use piens; in-
c'udSrag-4imtiens s ceh o o 1 s.
parks and r,'her pubee factiletics,
G. Ling-rang finandee cokidliee
and budgets for public imprpec-
merf S.
H. Other planning studies.
urines C: meany. Purdom and
Tharrnyin In:an:nee, Thermend
Cat en-1, Feed, Collegiate Res-
taurant, Murray Livestock Coen-
or ny iV, r: (.3 Seed Cerneany.
-Conn: r ck Co., Sheernak-
er P sec en, Swann Grocery,
Merree Auto A 4.101 R irethe •
Chi tote". A. B. Beale & Son.
Ryan Milk..
Lynn Gr_ve Feed, Diuguid's,
Froze.s, Melugin and Hilton,
u,jeas Sh ,ernaker, Quaker
Oats Cerneany. Phi Mitchell, L.
D. Miller, Texac 0:1. Murray
Insurance. Frank Seuhatereid.
_Neteheet Packing. -C ilo ve a y
Centre!, Lumber C o., Ch:g's Ser-
Merray Dem vest, 641
St aught er House, Shr sts Meat
Market, Parker Me' -re McKeel
empli m one. Galloway Insurance
Cc, Pitts Feed Mee, Tayeer
1St thee,
Eaker Farmer
Dies Monday
From Wounds
Esker Fanner, age Se. died
reee4"e' ee. ee a ,,teele • the
nu may Ge ne eal --45' :al follow-
-nor an acoldere al gun shot
we nd ye erday morning.
. Mr. Fs:Trier differed severe
flew and bradn injury when he
fen trim his perch weth a rifle
in his hand Hz had . gene out
n the pe rah to stereot at some
'tray cli-gs which were around
the house arid epharenity fell
f-en the parch, causing the gun
• - e.re anederatally.
His ocertitirn W21 re-etc:al yes-
terday and he was • tine eh be
nerved to Vanierber "feespeni
s soon 75 Pis eandoelort per-
rotted. The injuries were sc
f1.Vere, h - wever. that he !RIC.
cembed last niflat.
He is eurvived by ha widew.
Mrs.Eva Fenner. Murray Rt 1;
three daughters, Mrs. Cease n
Ply. Murray Rt. 1, Mrs. J. B.
Hughes, Line Oak, Mrs. Marvin
Smith. Fcrrningeen; three sons,
Redy Farmer. Council Bluff,
Dawn. Lea Farmer, Wardell, Mo.,
Berm' n Farmer. le ne Oak; one
netr. Mrs. Etiger J.cis, Blyth-
e:lee, A ek see ent e en gra n &tee I -
e run and 16 greet -gtrandehildren.
Hz was a member of h e
0- hen Mettoote et Church where
the -'funeral will be c‘mtitucted
Wednesday af:orn- in at two
e'cl sae with Rev. Hoyt Owens
end RCN% A. J. Terry officiating.
0:rendre:ins will act as pall-
bearers.
Fnends may call at 'he J. H.
Chnrch.0 Funeral H •me whit
:he funeral heur.
Safety Council To •
Meet Thursday
Slot up and. It them grow
. up. Children . often forget toCarolyn Parker Is Winner Of
Drive slowly enough to stop
watch out for cars when they
are playing or crossing the street.
-si 
in time. Remember. • if all 'carCalloway County Spelling Bee aoroehrgs tahree eeh dur eagle 
ysafe 
 careful,
Carolyn Parker, eighth grade
etudenr. of Kirksey High' School,
Won the Cialltrway County spell-
ipg match at t h e courthouse
Saturday. he wk,n by spelling
"quadruped" which was missed
by Randy Patertscon of New Con-
cerd, then spelling the w ord
"pyramids" the next', word
the hat.
Third place was won be Bar-
bara Steele ,of Faxon 'School.
The spelling match was eon-
ducted by Leon Given, Call s-
way County Pupil Personnel
Director.- a-Nested by Mrs. Ver-
nen Riley, Mrs. June Wilson,
and Mrs. Annie Mae Roplelns
who acted as judges. -
Clarolyn Porker is the attnae-
tive and talented daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Parker, Mur-
ray Route I. She has a high
seer 'basic standing in all her
ecive..1 week.
Randy. second place winner,
is the Son of Mr. and Mrs.. Ran-
dell Feetterson of Murray Route
5. He recentty male the highest
shoe in the D.A.R. History com-
petitive exam:mitten. He too has
a high schotantic standing.
Barbara is t h e atMetive
daughter of Mr. and Miss Jehn
R. Steele, Murray _Route 6. She
also has a high mt.:AG:at le stand-
ings
Carolyn received -$90.00 and
wifl repnesent Calloway County
(Continued On Page 4)
be your own. Safe and careful
drivers and the prevention of
traffic fatalities is one of the
aims of the Calloway County
Safety Council. Attend the Safety
Council meeting in the Circuit
Court Room in the Court Roues.
on• Thursday. 'Match 27th at
7:30 p.m.
Dr. Hutson On
Dental Program
Dr. Weed-fel Hutson and Dr.
A. D. Wallace ate in Louisville
attending the State- Dental meet-
ing being 'held at the Brown
Hotel on March 24. 25. and 26'h.
On Tuesday, Dr. Hutson will
give a clinic on "Restorative
Dentistry" for the meeting.
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LEDGER & 'TIM. - MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
Ill E. LEDGER & TIMES Total Homemaking 'Program Is Interesting And
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and Tit.
itIBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
Inc Iv• 1 
Korea Wants
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the %Vest Kentuckian, January 
ital To 1 he Young Homemaker Of Tomorrow Students To1. 1942
'JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBL.SHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are nut, for' the best
interest of our readers.
WATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE VITMER CO
., 1368
Monroe,. Merraplue, Tenn.; 2au Park Ave.. New Turk; .307 N. Mre
hi-
gan Axe,, rairago; 80 Bolyston St., Bosfon. 
•
Nattered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentocky, for tran.stnts.sion
. as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, aer week 20e, 
per •
month 85e. In Callou-ay add. adjoirung counties, per year, $3.50; else--
where, $5.50.
TUESDAY — MARCH 25. Itt5S
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR -i-cry
He that loseth his life for me shaA f:ad
it. • Matt. 10:39.
There are- lands where theV-- kill
Christ:ans. but right at home ice ,
one day of life at a time and g ' g
Avarrt.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New City Hall and-Cas.BUilding.,.—  Si 20,00“
•
Sewer -Plant- Expansion -
Planning and Zoning Commission Wit);
Professional Consultation: -
, IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
industrial Expansion.
Sidewalks. Futt.rs..
Widened Streets in some 'area's.
'ntinued Home
Airport for Murray.
By BENITA MADDOX
. President Murray Training
School FHA
Inc t+A..ii 11.411, in -e..aeg pro?
giant a %ter) LO
tisintr tn....Sea 41
taajian: ..11
•
e
:nclude the
arva .1' . and rus.i.t.Atn,
C. it.rne and f.un.4
...a-aa care. haiss4i a n d
n arra inaaargrnien..
tat
.t study it/Aura
a. moinakerea_ahe axe are cl-
r-aea alto tarreeee faur. Iwo
Germans Face
Difficulty In
Summit Meet
I 
hrai. .
.1.a t !et Bussia ---agr..e rnurered 1-1,Ai
yso
4
p...rn,arict prepare a ,),Z
Lir the whole "famLly" thr
ou. the 1)/%••:.S t..f planning,
buying tarai preparing the meats.
the jeras are urgtel to take the
h. rue 'irit,r prepare - them
tor .eh so that they may
get 'a "tea.e" ei What: thettr
aa-na.nine learnutg scrotal.
.s an enjeyeare praje.et
tar ;bath atra ieri earl her tamely.
Lt neesse and gives the
Su:Urea h enronaker teelmg of
,s1r..ce to be aisle say "thank
j.ora, ter.s."1, .941-41
curit.-...auents her ' ourIfid:
41carts, uses, pajamas and
_aanarre areas as are thane in the
Enit two yrars Home Ecu-
nearacs. 1'he mere advanced
casette make- tatraied ea.-4, and
piety , dresses..
In ahe stuay chad care the
tr_rtiimalL-tra sturi.r.s stuay 9UCII
01-1,i.A. 1; aL.viag matt Sina.1.1
. nalaren". "Unaeretendialg Chil-
car.rn add_ r The Ctract in 1 h e
lime and C..nunt:nty."
11-Lr unIts in.sirucsLon in the
arai-71---Relvionships are very
r)enei.c..il to the statical/It IA
gates -dean help en prelsierna of
parsanal impravtenents, . enter-
taining e...jaas,ng a vacia
Much study it ate., agiven
.lie un.as mianagcmenit of
arne, hey- . and ,energy, in the
f,urlq.;ats .of criernaking. .'1‘he
pracace ninagrment is in-
to°. Imon Ofc..rp-,ra.:ed in the other Unlit,: •
in the area of •
'nci"j'2 .1h.4).14 't1 Public HaltsHome", "Make* the. M ist
my Ra, en." 'all:slang the M. et
ei the Le ting Area. of ones' is,.
H'the'.. jAllairs" and New Processlaaaning Horne."
• un.ts...n the a. r a of
Hvaith .nclude the study of
sai in the h-me rare LA.ACS Press Staff Correspondent
tne s„ek en-2 defanse and liOLLYWOOD - Public
Two .me pr.Ajects are re- f:rse tinald attempt at televised
Of:en-I a Visus 4ne .7-trtune'r ,ub'anairial perception beture it
praj...a.t. These can include Any be durnaestrated an the
- the - arras harreenaking
'A' : rk on tale projects
. the. Herne Boo-
•. necs vaets each Mu-
'inaut.co;s., Mos.. of these classes
ate at ncgts: and ther..! is
* nursery pros...red for mothers
that want to braug their cinil-
orcn aesitt them.
1 M:urnay lasaining Scheel
h. in-making pragram also
a:eludes SCilk)..ki lunches. The
inyr.us arc j:Lanned and super-
.std 'by the H...ime EA"..111n*MiCS
.0s,:hr.r anti the head cook. The
s.31.1 then strives
pi., pare and serve the feosti
.n the cleanest and near. al-
.:ea....ye wias p hae
lantana and prer.ereing foods
.s ir big part of the homemak-
ers jeu, especially those an the
rm. As these women kra, w,
to preaeree !Jocks it take a lo.
el erne beause our homes,
we can't have the proper equip-
men. w • witch to can terse
quarataes of taxis., The cullege
,araiery prrov ides . for you the
needed and rV,-est equipment in
carth.ng thrithocbs.
is-the purpose of he total
h manak.ng program to help
prapare h.gh mhaal hornemak-
.ne etude nes far better home
axe rig. The Outure mernakers
wana Au to feel that the homes
• tumarrew are resting saaely
n the hands 4 the porath 'of.
Aciy.
By VERNON SCOTT•
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The • now - yuu -see-A, now -
I 
Prof. Fred llingles of---8.1-urra State College received- .: 
iti-d. n't process 4 communi-
word yesterday tnat hi's nephew. Dr. Hid (-Angles. died . t. , ' t- 
'lir lt.:“ra-ma: Me
' Sunday at t., V. A.tor Reed Memorial Hospital in-Wash- " ' ' '••••• " Pr'-'"?"" n'-
1 be
ington, D.V. .
The cit • eo.;..c.: m. • .:. ' rt :al session last night to 1 :''''''' '''''''  '''''ILIA4 f ,a 6,1P-:' :,-- ..11-.17.: n ...s' •,‘ ; en w lien
l Ten bid: i " r.: l...A.1:11-...- • .. t.he proposed w ater and ' . 
,....0,vel-age .,..., :.7 t in 13to;L r t . 14... 
\ ti I..1(........
... cn.ei .pi 4esinon, ,a,cl makers ...1 Arner.ca are or/am-
Dr. .k. I. C: i;.1.1:..  I. CI., , -oddenly Thursday at his . 1 c .s c fur r.n...... :ha; Acieri :..t
..ns 6...end t i hither in-
l-...me in Milan. 1 enn. if- t' -•, ton was well ianOwn here ...... .....a.i.d. n..: _usit
. -r- discus- .:::s -r- la tt me 4ec ri rite.; The
wa- a brother to ;at..:: f .opton, Mayfierd Road. 
1 , :: :, ::,..,,•, ,,, ,...• ,, ,i,,/,,,-„: .. .i.i. ac..n.....tnacs c....... - anti the
Mr. i.:4 Mira arab Bradie, and Mr-. eird Ake.. R.I.- r • .•-•-' ' . . • ,••••••• •.-- ..-, J---- • •,A '',.' :li itart.:i ••1 "dui. MOO
!I , . t-nt the weel;-end- in 1.iis ille W here ii I 
.in.-a-cni agrecrnent • c,u',d ' 1-.c ; f - 11: ' Sz11 - ...:. Cmcr-i- c-mmtifirty
:::rets- r r--Mai-f i 'hit4eItiaii frame. 
.. - • • '-'. • ' ,••• ‘` (•••'• a._ or lel ...ed m FM'
I S.r.ce In, FHA :s nattan wade.
.' E:,:- " ( - • .•- - trrierl the b:11 roil-toting ,ir, it.,':.ct a n d slate
the* , ; .,
dint N•l,,,,,, 
. 11Zie of the lea( state eel- a - .. as, :tic Leal. -.here
But • -1. e 1 ;---!'..•: . :
.'arr, a 2 m••....:;re. ycaray d...i.r.ot
- s .n th.: Cal.. the
By CHARLES M. MCCANN
...ruled Fees* Staff Correspondent
K..rrrad Arienauer is
.1 ti:ifierilt "o siocide
. Inc Getman reunitica-
.. into -summit- con-
., rincir:T.i
I certam that a
, .1.n... conicience ..n
n, be he.d v.Ithira- the
tr rn.inIns
; as" !ha: dis-
h: . be tee N... I item
::g1tare. vela, ;he suspen-
ra.c.ear weapons teats
ta:king point.
Toe, pi ro:em for Adenauer. as
.t 'Nes. Germariy. how
• e icuni.eatioa
,n m nr.'giec
"I i.eir Is. of coarse, ma-chance
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New Duplicator
Available To Blind
a: .
eating with televiewers was ti
ars and. era.' in any way
a"1.: '" t"h r h-.(rni5 to make make. 1..s debut on eatern KTLA
(Channel 51 next monde but
7 he Fatima Homemakers of 
a ate n tegirega have been scar -
Arra aitta ...nd - the 
N,w mew- off by ,uf mutin-
General Manager Lou Arnold
anrictinced 1a.S: January that
KTLA tad Eash public sere-
ce meemges to viewer,' at a
rye 11-5011th of a 'see aid) too
• T r the earee.ous eye 7o see.
But "he subconace sus mind
'Would register such keep ne as
"chive carefully" and "lock e
1.--rsi at night." -
Public la Outraged
.;7rrir. One state snisPtab,7uxtramedn act*. ,n was arsnectate
et a heli. seitimer. It art have thought the sta-
- -1 •-•1-a. C in".•-•'41 'Ian was attempcnig .to gad its
al al ra:. Sae C ge and virwers :mu breaking all 10
Return Home
SEOUL - - The Repub-
lic af Korea is allocating almut
'three million hoed-iii-got dollars
a year to send students abroad
for advanced study, but it isn't
paying off. Most of the Stu-
dents aren't returning.
Government officials comeolain
that of ab eat 4,500 who have
gene abroad for audy since 19-
54, less than 10 pea cent have
come Koine.
The failure of the students to
return pnenply is costing the
nate,n plenty at premni, they
added. But the future cost is
what will hurt most.
Even though Korea has little
industry, there is a critical
shortage of personnel qualified-
to run such pietas as there are.
As mere and more industries
are ce amplest-et under American
aid pregmme. the peed for skill-
ed tenhancians increases, making
a bad situation worse.
U. S. aid creacials here are
aware of the problem that is
comp•uncled by the overstaying
udenits and have initiated a
management - training program
to provide persennel to run new
planes CIA-Twitted under the aid
pr,:greMS.
T ROK government has
made numerous ' appeals, and
some throats, to the students
•abaut raw-ming. but to no avail.
Officials have urged the stu-
dents to think of their respon-
dbility to the natiun, now in the
most critical period of Its re-
. .t ..i mart at B
ea I.,r. on
t• It. H mianakrrs
Amer.oa may. if she wales, cc-
the trst
J ?J.; the
C • leer Drgre,, both
. are 61.... s ep-
e Tie -ber lay te, e.pter.
certam ei . ,na
: z ria. • ie-
i.gtOeci7fi,t A ,f, ince
C. atlerlandenerti
."We have been deluged with
ph •ole cat's, letters and pea -
tans," the hated Am -!d _said.
"I've never seen any:It:rig like
it. -
"Church grouipa PTA. w: en-
en', clubs and ether erganitia -
tans p cued letters irea t h e
• Doctors and' teachers ob-
jected v: lently to the experi-
enced. too
b" :•••ea  iS "Priaple were afraid they'd 5e •
' ;4'1 1s: r' e • "•414 all pi pegancazed into doing tlangi
. k • rr. I : ,r bpytng pr-.ducts agaireat their
iaatte.
- Made It , Clear
. "We male it clear we weren't
• •• -1.; • u e eubliminal
.f ach•er.•:ing unt.l. it
•tv gen rally accepted by t h e
r tn aka all I public.
D:
ft. -
;tlitt :
g, : • :he or : .n i.0
, -si I Fla% pin.
:he Jut,. r De-
•-ric h.;iiier a
Xi t_ I
rr. :k In
Jun t •
"Like it or not. subliminal
;Are( totem is coming in the fu-
ture. There is ie, doubt that it
is a new mole id of cerrununien -
lien and a means 4 educaraoti "
rch' Seventeen StateFuture
" Assemblies To Meet
ti I:.' 1,1 I :rrany
cirry :" earn-n' :• lame
ri int ...teen-
ClInatfX). -.- --- 'Mr enme
mercy Clearang If else naerienal
- x arid bias: rise law news a-
BF rbports thiat legislatures
.4 eaves will • hold theta'
regular a • :re neat year.
Three staere. Kentucky,
Misesippi and le Ma. will be
Nadine :hell teen
l'he legealaturee ef the aver 14
meet each year.
C mire ree Clearing ;Rause
r, 'hat %rem Seeei'wei are
planned in at lea* tea: other
!tares. with a strong pessalatity
Zn_.•re will pilaw suit. .•
The •rgatenarilarti mid state
legislature- serisety in even -
nurrax•red years has been rising
Stvocilly. It at ye the -increased
:a:levity is due in large part to
htinuing pre•sure for more
tax revenue,
•CRH predicted a volume
of .new mate bias this yea.r to
exceed the tee ,rd set in 1956
when m are than 28.000 meas-
ure; were introduced .in :regular
• if apical snasii,na In 24 Yates.
Appreximately 8.500 af the acts
introduced became law.
co &truest ifl per-gram.
The g,iverriment has been
cunistclereng stronger moa9Ures,
but there is little it am do
wit host *the cooperation of the
particular knee laments in the
countries where the students are
studying. This takes time and
alvolves much red tape.
The gave.rnmerit hos indicated
it may ask the United States to
help but has not yet done. so
eft.cialay. However. education
minikry, oaEcials here my the
Crated States dap% rement has
been infarrned ::f the situation
and asked to help.
Most In U. S.
The bulk of the students -
almost. -4,000 - a in the United
States,
U. S. althcialts say that that
the students cannot be forced to
re'. urn home until the Kerean -
_pram has lamented the -deplor-
abie ktuati,fT" and commented
„hat perhaps the g erran erat ii-
is to blame far mucn of it.
One paper chided the uvern-
mem for apraviding .chances ter
etre and daughters of pavfleged
and wealthy classes" to ga, a-
breact as a means of reading
m.laary service or aatisfy ing
personal desires, with little re-
gard to the geed to the nation.
Officiats here say the primary
reaeon for the eudenta failure
to retturn is widespread fear
they cannat get good jobs be-
cause of the unempleyment sit-
uation here. But an /her reason
as the pluah living they have
&wintered. panticularly in the
United States, as et:entered with
Korea.
stairs at the White House:
President Bisenhowera final
decision on whether lareign ob-
servers' will be invited to the
new series of U.S. nuclear tears
probable wild be diselosed soon.
Odds now are that invitatiene
to one or more of the trees 
will
be issued. Usually reli
able
sources say that kuwer-echeton
pokey makers pave recarrimend-
ed this.
The President told a news
conference last July that he was
ezring to invite "any country in
the world" to send observers to
the- next tests to make their own
checks on mderactive fallout.
In September, the Atomic
Energy Contntimion and the De-
fense Deparnnent hallowed up
with a joint etaternent that the
United aleaone wreck' be invit-
ed to send a world group of
observers.
But in recere weeks, the ad-
mutat rat iun -appeia red at times
a. hive had some sec 0 n d
thoughts - and to have backed
arena on the matter. The AEC,
State and Defense Delia rimeutz
recently have said the matter
was "under congidenation" and
the White House hems been arm-
ing aside queries with "no com-
mon-7
Adtmindetratian officials have
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BackstairsAtThe -
Whitehouse
By DAYTON MOORE 
been ckividetb eft the adellioalany ' 10
United Prep Staff Corre
spondent of inwiting Scrip aboapipariL
WASI-IING1'ON -- Back-' Scen
e believe it Would compa-
cate negutiations at any summit
eonference-el one is held
ye.an-tor a stespenaten of
cloar leeks.
:hes
flu-
Others contended it would
strengthen this country's hand
to show foreigners US. progress
in producing radieaetive - clean
nuelear. expluairms.
rvi
In Your Horns
latallatIon CaU
_
EIWAS
1011 N. Star St.
Murray. Ky. Ph. 117?
if•stero en,s. h. GAO 01.
c eY 
f.40 - 
cola)/ 
f-Apip—Coey 
Fifof 0
Lawyers Trained
For Atomic Age
. —
CHICAGO -AP-- The Univer-
sity of Clecage Downie wn e'en-
ter hns set up a new e 'wee to
shew how realms and, defense .aa-
torneys w:11 meet eamranuorn
'tenges in the Atomtc Age.
The new course. "Atomic Ener-
gy and the Lew: Six Lent ore-
Direcucestiona for Lawyers," is the
Kra :of its type to be offered
In Its area.
Particular emphasis is placed
cm profeseiena I oppartInittes for
the lawyer, as intoregt in aeorrvic
energy grews. The course ts-
deiriened far both privaee pt-ac-
trainers and reresereee lawyers,
It explares k-gal ground • 11.11C3
anti procedurt-i appixable to
at snic energy activities in bus-
iness at hectic alai abread. Con-
eideratien is given to alferes ::n
bane bre and internatienel law
;rid to aurieprudence as a
ate ale. . •
The lectures -Nt4 analytic Ilthe
legal pratilerm Mc:id/eat to At-en
ic Energy Cernrniseton licensing
ri•gulotory requirements in
cline, reiterate security,
hemrds, public NNW-
*rade and adrnints-
STATE PROM ON
AUGUSTA, Me. -ea •-
as seeking to became kneurn a
"The Blue Chip Sete" as eine
of its errant In attract 'tap-draw-
er tprheer:es. The Depertment if
&wee an;c bevelopenrrit is dietri -
bulling blue p• ker ()tips, watt
that legend panted on' item
and with simall chain; attached
se they can be used far key
rings.
•
Live Better Electrically
install a
FEDDERS HEAT PUMP
... (0)r complete heating Und•cooling comfort.
It will pay you to check, for it probably will
not cost you over half of what you think it
costs to insall one of these in your home.
ALFRED DUNCAN
South 13th St.
Telephone
Talk
by
F. H. RIDDLE
Your Telephone Manager
Phone 1680
SPRINGTIME COLORS: It's the season for th
e buds on
some of the trees and hushes around here to begin to 
show
their' colors. Right in tune with Nature 
are the new exten-
sion phones in delicate pastel shades: aqua blu
e, rose
pink, light beige, light gray, and white. (We stil
l- have
cherry red, yellow, moss green, and ivory, too!) 
They're
all pretty as they are practicale Even the cords 
match! And
since a lot of you will he painting and papering 
come
spring, why not select extension phones in lo
vely spring-
'time shades to match or contrnat with your new 
decorating
colors. For further details, just call Our Business Office.
• • •
HANDWRITING EXPERT: Seems like everywhere y
ou
look today machines are getting almost smarte
r than
people..Right now at Bell Laboratories they're 
develop-
ing a little machine-bout as big,as a cor
table typewriter
-that can read and identify handwritten nu
mbers- One
day we'll he using it right here in our 
telephone office to
-TecOrd Long Distance numbers 
automatically. That'll mean
saving a lot of extra work and 
cutting down costs, It's
nice to know little machines4ike t
his are constantly being
developed by telephone folks to help' keep costs
 down
and speed up service. It's one way we help
 keep your
telephone the big bargain it is today.
• • •
LOVE THAT PHONE ... Proud 
as a two-year-old honey
child should be, isn't she? Answering the phone 
for the
very, first time. Whether :
yr:aft, going on two or
half past forty, your tele-
phone brings a heap of
pleasure and satisfaction.
(There's even something
exciting about its ring!)
fun, for friendship,
and more good livin'
than you • shake a stick
at - - just reac or your
phone.
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•s At The
house
peen di% _tied .in the advOlabalass
of inviting krsign ,bseetimeri.
Scene believe it would compli-
cate neertistions at any summit
cionic•rence—iif one is held this
year—tor a suspension of nu-
clear teats.
, Others oontended it would
strengthen this oount ry's hand
to show foreigners US. progress
in producing radioactive - clean
nucieur. explosions.
You Can Save
KEMPAS
In Your Homo
Car riomei 
IsetallatiOn CaIl
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sesiviCE
106 N. 5th
Murray. KY.
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extension phones in -lovely spring-
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ads. just call our Business Office.
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Sugar Ray To Try For Title
Again Tonight At Chicago
By JACK CUDDY
•• United •Press Sports Writer
• CHICAGO (71 — Sugar Ray
Robinson will try to recapture
the middleweight crown from
Carmen Basilio tonight in the
most fabulous indoor fight ever
a... staged — becaues of its riches,
711, significance and potential thrills.
Veteran Robinson, an all-time
ring "great" and unrivalled mas-
ter of the comeback, will try
to win the 160-pound title for
the fifth time in this -return 15s
reunder at Chicago Stadium, at-
tracting the second largest indoor
gate of about $400,006 and the
largest theatre-TV take of more
than $1,500,000.
gA Basilio, the tough and aggres-
sive son of an onion farmer
, who took the title from Sugar
Ray on a split decision last
September, will try to be the
first man to beat the glamorous
New York boxer-puncher twice.
Basilic) Favored .
Carmen of Chittenango, N. Y.,
Is favored at 9-5 to win; and
if he does, the defeat doubtless
will send Sugar Ray into perm-
anent retirement — after nearly
18 years of professional fighting
—at the age of 36 or 37.
Whether the great Robinson, in
the sunset of his career, can
salvage enough prowess to turn
Pirate Chance
Will Depend
On Big Klew
By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Press Sports Editor
FORT MYERS, Fla. 4.1s —Dan-
ny Murtaugh believes his Pitts-
burgh Pirates can move into
the first-division in the National
League Thli..season if big Ted
KlUrzewski can come back.
Kluszewski's big bat, Oded to
that of Frail( Thomas, would
give the Pirates one of the
best one-two long-ball punches
in the league and they have
plenty of other hitting potential
to go along with it.
But, as usual, the Pirates'
overall pitching picture is not
a bright one and Murtaugh ad-
mits that is the one department
Winch has him worried. His
hurling thins out after starters
Bob Friend (14-18) last season;
Ronnie Kline (9-16) and Vern
Law (10-8) and relief ace Elroy
Face (4-6).
Determined to Come Back
Kluszewski, bothered hy a bad
back the past two seasons, is
determined to come back, not
only to help his new club but
also to show his old one, the
Redlegs, that they made a mis-
take in letting him go. Ted has
had a special heavy corset made
for his back and hopes that
will help. His back doesn't bother
him at the plate, but hampers
him in the field.
If Ted can make it, it will
free Thomas. who hit .290 last
year with 23 homers and 89
runs batted in, probably for
third base.
"1 can play Thomas at first,
third, right or left field." Mur-
taugh explained," "But I hope
Kluszewski will do the job at
first. Of what I've seen of him
so far, I'm optimistic."
If Kluszewski makes it at first
and Thomas at third, the Pirates
could wind up with four .300-
e fr. hitting infielders. For Dick Groat,
who batted .315 last year, will
be at short and the slick-fielding
Bill Mazeroski at second. -
The Pirates also have a hard-
hitting starting outfield trio. It
will be Bob Skinner in left.
Bill Virdon in center, and Ro-
berto Clemente, with one of
the best arms in the business,
in right.
Meilen Powers Look Good
For infield utility duty, Mur-
taugh has Gene Baker. Gene
Freese and Johnny O'Brien. Ro-
man Mejas, who hit .275 in
511 games with the Pirates last
season, and rookie John Powers
are available for outfield reserve
duty. Murtaugh is high on both
of them. Powers hit .294 for
Columbus In 1957.
Hank Foiles will be the No.
1 catcher with Dick Rand and
Dan Kravitz back of him.
Don Gross, obtained from the
Redlegs with whom he won
seven and lost nine last !Masan;
Bob Smith, who won only two
while losing four with the Car-
mel! and 'Pirates in 1957; and
wo rookies. George Witt and
mini, Daniels, are being given
nts at starting roles. Witt won
8 at Hollyivond last season,
aniels' mark was 17-13.
Luis Arroyo, with a 3-11 mark
last year, will be the left-handed
relief pitcher with Don Williams,
oslisho was 15-6 with Lincoln last
trelr. also given a chance to
ake the bullpen brigade.
,1111•1...•••••130,---
Carmen Beanie Ray Robinson
the tables on 30-year old Basilio,
apparently at hi & peak, is a
question that caused a near-split
Fight Facts
and Figures
CHICAGO lin — Here are the
facts and figures on tonight's
Carmen Basilio - -Ray Robinson
middleweight title fight:
Principals — Champion Car-
men Basilio of Chittenango, N.
Y., vs. ex-champion Sugar Ray
Robinson New York.
Title at Stake —Basilio's world
middleweight championship.
Distance — 15 rounds.
Place — Chicago Stadium.
Promoter — International Box-
Ing Club.
Expected Crowd — 20.000.
Expected Gate $460.000.
Starting Time — 11 p.m. e.s.t.
Television — None to homes,
only on closed-circuit by the
Telepromoter Corporation to 174
locations in 141 cities in the
United States and Canada, with
514,600 seats available.
Broadcast — By CBS in the
United States and Canada. and
by NBC and affiliates to Latin
America. •
Purses — Each fighter gets 30
per cent of all net receipts.
Betting — Basilic) favored at
9-5.
Previous Fight — Basilio won
title by split decisidn over Robin-
son at New York's Yankee Sta-
dium last Sept. 23.
Guarantees — Only guarantee
was train Teleprompter corpora-
TT to promoter that theater-TV
would yield .promoter at least
$275,000.
Tale Of The Tape
CHICAGO oln — Here's t h e
"Isle of ' the. tape" for tonlidst's
Carmen Batilio - Ray Rotainsisn
fight:
Basin* Robinson
30 Age 36 or37
153 Weight 160
5'724 Height $11
87 Reach 7211
3614 Chcst 361a
39 Chest (exp.), 38
29 Waist • 281-2
15 Neck 15
2034 Thagh 1914
13'4 Calf 1334
131a Biceps 1133
1514 Forcarrn 1934
11 Fist Ilsa
10 Ankle 9
63S Wrtst ?SS
COLTS TO MEET EAGLES
BALTIMORE. Md. tin The
Baltimore Colts will meet the
Philadelphia Eagles in a pre-
season pro football game at
Hershey, Pa., Aug 16. The Colts
also have lined up exhibition
games with the Washington Red-
skins, Aug. 29, and the New York
Giant, Sent. 14, torn here.
in opinion among sports writers.
A United PreSS .'poll of 48
writers here for the fight' showed
27 who picked Carmen to win
and 21 who predicted a Robinson
victory. •
Because of the uncertainty re-
gardirig—Robinson's prdwess and
theopromIseP of another "fight
of the year" when Carmen and
flay square off at 11 pin. eat.,
a crowd of at least 19,000 is
expected by promoter Jim Norris.
No Home TV -•
"With $325,000 already in the
till Monday night, Norris ex-
pected the gate to approximate
$400,000 and be second only
to the record sindeor $422,915
drawn by Rocky Graziano and
Tony Zale at the same stadium.
July le, 1947.
The bout will not be televised
to homes; but the Teleprompter
Corp. will send it .by closed
circuit to 174 theatre-TV loca-
tions in 141 cities in the United
Staies"-anti Canada. It will be
broadcast nationally by CBS add
to Latin America by NBC and
affiliaies.
Each fighter will get 30 per
cent of all net receipts — ex-
pected-to reach at least $250.00.
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Whatever
Happened To
IRVING (BUMP) HADLEY
By United Press
Irving (Bump) Hadle4, a right-
handed pitcher,, worked in the
American League for 16 seasons
s:arting in 1-926 with Washington.
He Imoved to the Chicago White
g034 St. Louis Brawns, back to
Washington and finally to the
New York Yankees for five sea-
sons, mostly as a reliever. He
beat the New York Giants in
the second game of the 1936
Wssid. series, the nest year_lost
Ii.. the Gian.s in the fourth
game and in Ins last World
Series appearanSe, 1939, he re-
lieved Lefty Gomez in the second
inning of the third game with
Cincinnati and salvaged the vic-
tory. He won a total of 161 and
lost 165. In 1936, a pitch got
away - from him and skulled
manager Mickey Cochrane of the
Detroit Tigers, ending Mickey's
effective career as a player.
Whatever happened to Bump
Hadley? Now 53. Hadley is a
paint salesman in Swampscott,
Mass.
COACH RESIGNS
PHILADELPIIIA 4? — John
Butler, freshman football_ coach
at the University of Pennsyl-
vania, resigned from the post
Monday to return to teaching
high school history.
Lew Burdette
Has Lost None Of
His Pitching Skill
By JOE SARGIS Cardina , 4-Is Lemon hurled
two innings while testing hisUnited Pores Sports r r,ter c:.lary wing in a "B" game
Lew Butdette. the Milwaukee' against the Chicago Cubs. won
Braves' "best ber in the 1957
World Series, hasn't lost a bit
of the pitching skill that mes-
merized the New York Yankees
last fall.
The tall right hander from
Nitro, W. Va. faced batters for
the first time this year Sunday
after a loug holdout siege and
made only 25 pitches in racking
up three hitless .innings at - the
expense of the Pittsburgh Pirates.
by the lodian "B" squad. 10-1.
The Cubs varsity, however, built
up an 8-0 lead early and went
on to ocore a 10-8 victory in'
the second game of a twinbill it
Tucson. Ariz.
Elsewhere the San Francisco
Giants defeated the Baltimore
Orioles, 8-5; the Boston Red
Sox scored' two runs in the
-seventh inning to shade the
Philadelphia Phillies. 5-3, and
Burdette faced only nine bat- the Kansas City Athletics buried
ters and alloted only one batter the Washington Senators, 7-1.
I. hit ;he' ball out of the infield •
end pitching the Braves to a
4-0 victory over the Pirates.
akowron Hits Grand Slam
Meanwhile, the "Innkees. led
by big guns Mickey 'Mantle
and Sill Skowron, rallied for
five runs in the eighth inning to
beat the Los Angeles Dodgers,
9-6. Skowron belted his third
homer of the spring, a grand
slam, to highlight the rally, while
Mantle accounted for his fifth
round-tripper in the third inning.
The Chicago White Sox, who
are going to need' all the extra-
base hitting they can get out
.of a line-up dominated by singles
hitters, coasted to a 14-5 win
over the Cincinnati Redlegs with
Ron Jackson driving in six runs
on a pair of homers. The win,
the White Sox' eighth. snapped
a three-game losing streak.
Tigers Down Cards
Shutout pitching by Frank
Lary and Honk Aguirre and
Rob Lemon's first test of the
spring after an arm operation
brightened the hopes of the
Detroit Tigers and Cleveland
Indians somewhat.
Lary worked seven frames and
Aguirre the last two as the
Tigers downed the St. Louis
TRACK MEET WINNERS-Ron Delany (right) of Villannea closed
out the 1958 indoor track season by winning his 24th consecu-
tive mile race in 4:12.7 at the Knights of Columbus track meet
In Cleveland, Ohio. Only one record fell when Bob Gutowsid
(left) of Occidental College,' the holder of the world's record
In polo vaulting, cleared the bar at 15 feet and 4 inches.
EIGHT
Rem&
By United Press
NEW YORK —Eddie Andrews,
158ta, Lowell, Mass., knocked
out Tony (Tex) Gonzales, 159,
East Orange. N.J, (1).
PROVIDENCE. R.I. — Charlie
Markus, 19734. Port Washington,
N.Y., outpointed 011ie Wilson,
195. Hartford, Conn. (10).
NEW ORLEANS — • Charley
Joseph, 158. New Orleans, La..
outpointed Randy Sandy, 158,
New York (10).
Exhibition Baseball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
At Tampa. Fla.
: (N) 000 201 000-3 9 1
(N) 000 103 00x-4 9 0
Snyder, Quart( rs .151. Hearn
(7) and bonnets. Kelly, Rabe
(5). Pena (8) and Burge's,. Az-
che (8). Wsriffing Weber—Rabe.
Leming pitcher —Qttaliters. IIRs
L—Herrera, Ese.cg.an.
At Mega, Ariz.
Cleve. (A) 102 005 000— 8 10 2
Cdn. (N1 120 010 000x-13 14 2
Mrossii. Solva eft or (1), Wi. sie-
sh:ck (1), Wi:helm (6), Grant
(8) and Nixon; Hobbie, Hibirnan
(6) Arad Neeman. Winning pitch-
lisbble. Losing pitcher —
Messei.
,At Vero Beach. Fla.
New York (A) vs Los Angeles
(N). cancelled. wet grounds.
At St. Petersburg. Fla. •••
Milwaukee (N) vs. St. Louis
(N). cancelled, rain.
At Orlando, Fla.
Chivas.) (A) vs. Wat•tengton (A)
cancelled, rain.
At Lakeland, Fla.
Heston (A) vs. Detroit (A), can-
celed, rain. ••
At West Palm Beach, Fig.
,Pelsbusgh .(N) "B" vs. Karraas
City (A) "B", cancelled rain.
At Tampa. Fla.
Qineirmati (N) "B" vs. Nashivalle
(SAY. Aim.), cancelled, rain.
At West Palm Beach, Fla.
(N) vs. Kansa; City
(A), conceited, rain.
All Stg Game
Set Saturday
At Hazel
A North - South Calloway
County Senior all-star basketball
game will be played at Hazel
High School Saturd a y night,
March 29th. The game which
starts at 7:30 p.m. is being spon-
sored by the Hazel FFA.
The North team will be com-
posed of players from Lynn
Grove, Kirksev, and Almo while
rival South is made up of seniors
from New Concord and Hazel.
' For the first tmie this year
fans will have an opportunity
to see their favorite "stars"
playing together as a team rather
than as rivals.
Its 3 to 2 and some might
say that is unfair but what the
South likes in numbers it makes
up for in height. South will be
led by outstanding players like,
J. W. Wiloughby, Joe Green and
Gene Hendon (all of Concord)
together with T. G. Curd and
Danny Duncan (both of Hazel).
The North will rely on seniors
Ske Rodney Warren, Bobby
Lamb, (Lynn Grove) Ted Lovett
of Almo and Danny Darnell of
Kirksey.
George Dowdy and Gene Col-
ley will coach the North while
Gene Cathey and Bob Chaney
will be the youthful mentors
of the South. Two well known
and qualified officials have been
secured for the game, Calvin
Key and Hewlett Cooper. Admis-
sion will be 25 and 50 cents. •
The game is being sponsored
by the Hazel Chapter of Future
Farmers. All proceeds from the
game will .go toward the estab-
lishment of a beef cattle chain
for the Hazel FFA.
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Murray Knights Take The
Opening A- League Tilt.
The Murray Knights defeated
Possum Trot 88-76 in the Open- I
ing game of the Atomic Valley
Independent League Tournament'
last night in the Carr Health
Building. The second _game saw
Hardin slip by Mayfield Sun-
Drop 61-60.
Murray will meet Lyon County
in the first game Wednesday
night and Hardin will tangle
with PJC "Irregulars". T he
Princeton Atoms take on Feast
Construction di the opening tilt
tonight while Benton meets Hugs
The Druggist in the following
affair.
Mike O'Reardcrn poured in 25
pointoo-too lead the Murray
Knights over Possum Trot. The
Murray squad led all the way
but never really sewed up the
contest until the final canto.
Possum trimmed the Knight lead
on several oScasioni but each
time the Murray offense led
by the, brilliant play of O'Rear-
don would push the score up-
ward and widen the margin.
The locall broke into a 9-0
lead but -the Trotters fought
back and the Knights led by
only four points, 17-13, at the
end of the first period. Possum
pulled to within one point,' 19-18,
at the outset of the secondpriod
but the Murray team moved
away to lead 40-32 at halftime.
Again the Possum team moved
up and trailed by only four •
points, 44-40, midway in the
third period but O'Reardon came
thru for the Knights and scored
12 points in the closing minutes
of that period to give Saturray
a 61-50 advantage entering into'
the final canto.
• Murray continued to roll .in
the final quarter and led Possum
by more than 20 points at one'
stage of tne stanza.
Four Knights hit in double
figure, for a balance scoring
attaek.'O'Reardon was tops with
25. Smikoski hit for 17, Brooks
notched 16. and Peterson pushed
in 11. It was thought Peterson
would not be able to play at'
all due to a back injury.
Bobby Barrett led the Scoring
fer the Possum, Trotters with
26 points. Story and B. Lampley
added 12 each and English tallied
10.
In the second gameslif • the
evening Mayfieki Sun-Drop took
a 15-13 first period lead but
fell behind in the second quarter
and trailed by -four points, 33-29,
at the intermission.
Each team scored .17 _points
in the third 'qstarter and 'Hardin
still led by 'four, 50-46, at the
end of three. Sun-Drop fought
MORROW HAS LEG AILMENT
ABILENE. Tex. 17 Olympic
spring champion Bobby Morrow
and teammate Bill -Wopdhouse of
Abilene Christian College Will
not compete in the North Texas
Relays at Denton. Tex., today
because of sninor leg ailments,
to a 58-78 tie in tile closing
period. Hardin took control of
the game and held the ball until
1:36 when Bob MilJer hit a
fielder to push Hardin into a
two point lead. 60-58. Mayfield
failed to score on the return trip
down eosin and Miller ,was foul-
ed with 44 seconds left to play.
Miller's charity toss was good
to give Hardin a three point'
edge. 61-58. Edwards scored for
Sun-Drop just before the horn
sounded to narrow the gap to
one point. 61-60.
Miller led the way for ;Hardin
with 20 points-. Edwards was
high for the losers with 16.
First Game
Murray 17 46 61 88
Possum Trot  '  13 32 50 70
- Murray (88)
$mikoski- 17. 011eardon 25,
8, 'Peterson 11. Beshear
8, Brooks 16, Landult 3, Doden
2.
Possum Trot (70)
B. Lampley 12, English 10, S.
Barrett 2, Barrett 26, Story
12, C. Lampley 6. Bud Barrett 7,
E. B. Barrett. 5.
Second Game
Hardin 13 33 Si) 61
Mayfield '  15 29 46 60
Hardin (61)
Tress 9, Miler 20, Ross 2,
Boggess 4, Owens 8, York 4,
Norsworthy 4. Thompson_ 12.
Mayfield (60)
Mathis 8, Galloway 2. Wilson
9, Edwards 16, Warmath 10,
McAlpin 15.
Any boy or girl who is taking typing would love to be
surprised with a SMITH - CORONA PACEMAKER.
This would be a wonderful help in rikaking better grades
and help the young ti7pists prepare themselves,for the•
future.
Mom and Dad would like the PACEMAKER, too! It's
perfect for den or office.
Ask
About
Our
TERMS
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
- of the -
Daily Ledger & Times
Greene 0. Wilson, Mgr.
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  HAZEL ROUTE
Wedibis
Clue Nen
Adetiatities
SOCIAL CALENDA
Tuesday, Mardi 25 • ers tensed to ettend. The pro-, ber is urged to ateend
The AALTW Bcsok Club will grain will be presented by the
are et at aa:SO in the. evening in
Iftt -̀home ef Mrs. Lillian :axioms,
10011 Main &reel.
• • • •
The Lydian Class of the First
Baptise Church well mete at 7:00
• in she evening an the home
• of Mrs. A. A. Doherty. Greup
VII. meth Mrs. D therty as °ap-
his. LS n charge.
a
• • • •
Thursday, March 27
The Zeta. Department of the
Murray Wernen's Club ea-.11 meet
this evening at 8:00. It will be
an open meeting and the public
• Birthday Party Is
• I Sponsored By PTA
1' Representatives
The .e.e.en grade of Murray
High Schoe emend a betandaa'
• ;arty in the stchose recreanen
hell Friday mgra when the h.-me
men napreaereativee a the PTA
s served refreehrnenet end stem-
send the. ee ent.
The re members of the ClisaS
furf71rd nu:nit-tees by grouping
the birthdey months and eaeh
cernaninee made in .biles repre-
senting the month of b.rth.
These matcles were tied to the
lights In the room. making the
drecerat•es. Judges gate the
blue ribbon tit thee mobile rep-
resenting December.
M.ss Mexane Bennett a nd
Muse Delaartrnete "Music and
Color." Hreitees a r e Mes-
dames Joe Baker Littleton. C.
C. Lowrie, L. D. Miller, Robert
0. Miller, Ball Furgarson, and
Are McReynolds.
• • • •
"law pregram will be a discee-
Jahr. Hu ta n rectavecr the aaat.......e a: e f (theme e. =eta on -100
beet slow dancers. Ms Marietta' 
ribber* after bteng judged the Yeera aturea " Every mein-
. 
Banks and Pellip Spared were
- ;edged the bee fad dancers, Dr. .--Ilta Presson Is
iresterant. heur teeth seven col- 
• A Stair-thaw featureal the re- Speaker On Fruits &
lego studeres preacretg vocal Bread at Alpha .1/eet4 numbers. We- Breeds Brareien. Dr. Aeaa Prteem of the attir-
e Murray High alter.nus sang lea Sate Cellege :eine econo-
two ming:era. She win accten- rnics department was gates it
paned by Czeirles Thurrnencl. speaker at a metering of the Al-
S M r •. h Cunningham. ana Deparanglaie-eaf the Murray
Jane Freeman. and Sue Beavers Wernana Club. The meeting,
n<
of
he
se
cal
th
di
fa
Ti
ha
and Messrs Cheat Asmus, Jerry
Daugaie and Steve Drove sane
severs". hum ta maectiens.
Seven fathers. d ssed as
wat:ers. served the -refrestenents
of ceeas. sanctenthae end cakes.
They weae Messrs Reinert aril-
k arre. 1Aaecitf.r. Hats M C.
Els, Harry Sparta. J. B. Wil-
son. John Bryan' and Tem Cr..
der.
Marenars present and helpeag
welt the refrehenenes and en-
terfa.nmerr. W e e: Mt
Tem Crider. E. W. Oualand.
Weedfan Hutson. J. B arasen.
and .1-Ent Bryant.' SP ma es were
ha Mrs. A B Aumen. Mrs. ACen
Russell. Mrs. Geirge Har•., arxi-er
th Irvin Geese.
vh Other teachers who droppad
7f1 CC the ckenrae, na
. %eaten tele pie-1y b:- . • -
do Prncipel Feed Scheee Mrs.
Harry Spark. Miss Mary -
'ter and alase Loretta Swann.
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The Ann Itas.etnne Cass cat
The Horne Department cat the the !deem:trial Reprise Church
Murray Woman's Club w 111 eee2 ince In the home of Mrs.
meet at 1:00 p.m. at the club J. W. Shelton az 7130, in the
house for the annual luncheen evening.
and pratierem. Prof. ft:chard Far- •
 • • •
tea. will be in &tonna of the The Winsome Class of the-i
musical program. -For reserva- Merraenal Baptist Church wi
ll
hens. call Mrs. MaYnatai Rags- meet 'in the home 
of Mrs. Matt-
dale before Wednesday noon. Ion Frizzell. Sour 9th Street, at.
HeMesees are Mere:kerns May- 7:30 in the evening.
nard Regsdale. 0. C. Wells, 
• • • 4-
C. Corn A. F. Doran. LeenaT'd The Dolts Department of the
Vaughn. R. L. Putnam and J. aeturray Woman% Club will meet
A. Outland. • at 7:30 in the evening at 
the
. • Iv • club h sure. Pregram leader
The Ilagarene_Zeatiewill' meet be Mee Frances Staiaton and :he
at 2:30 In the afternoon the gram will be prese
nted by
Murray Electric Building. Mrs. the alu_a_c Departznena of 
the
E. S. Furgenson is huarthr  Murray Wemae's Clu
b, Mrs.
• • • • Howard Oh:a. chairman. H. et ess
Saturday, March 29 will be Meerlemes Max 
('Ivory-
hill. Graerge Hart, Aubrey Hat-
The W' 411,371.5 A."' ac-1"n v.. cher. Graeae_ H
endon, J. I. Hes-
the College Prasbytenan Church iak and waiit /me,:
wiR have a rummage sale in • • • •
the Leg..n Hall. The ci.es Thursday. April 3 •
'pen at 8700 in the morning. The Garden Department ef
• • • • .
the Murray Watmen`s, Club will
Tuesday. April 1 meet. at 2:30 in the afternoon at
The Chnstlan W..men's Fe:- the club house for the Flower
aezeserip of the, Fire Christian show. ca,‘,..raman will be ethe
Chuivtl w44-4Aft"ect in the church 011ie /A
men. H. stone's are Mes-
parlor at 2:30 in the afternoon. dames M. 0. eernah
er. yanese
Writther. J. B. Wilson. D. L.
Divellthe G. R. &tarts; Verne
'Kyle aad Humphrey Key.
• • • •
head at the club h Use. was Sat-
urday aterricese March 22 at
220.
Dr. Pre:neon. introduced by
Mrs Weliani Barker. gave an
In! ,rmal CESCU...*41‘411 wtatt a ques-
tion and answer .period on fruets
and breade. their toed value and
eampieration. • '
The maireakers %tole .was dec-
al:dated with a bouquet of spring
Lowers.
Twenty-three rr.ernbers were
served a pat luck dinner at the
noen hour.
Mrs Edwin Larson rep need
on 'kite-Mel Library Week. Mrs.
Leland CfWel1.• club chairman,
apes...treed a nurninaceag cern:nit-
•ee to work on a slate ef (offic-
es to present at the April meet-
-4 Serving as chanertar. of the
erwrietee wall. be Mee Kali-
_ en Pattereen Alan •.n the cern-
eettee are Mrs.. Seburn White
and Mrs R A. Johnston.
• SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS" .
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
411111111MMIIIIIME1111111111Milr
"24 r FA "did" 
* ENDS ToNITE *
June Allyson
David Niven in
"MY ,MAN GODFREY."
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
I I urry! Hurry! Hurry!
BIGGEST STAR CAST EVER ASSEMBLED!
CM • Luiuur Niro". ;
• MT- lira • MIN" • IRR •
firm • 
 •
WI& • Ilia' 6AinliR- War 
NEVER SO VAST AN UNDERTAKING!
MORE THAN YOUR EYES
\\ HAVE EVER SEEN!
viSProRrof
•. MANKINI
WARNER BROS. • TECHNIC:OLOR
aa.
The Town a nd Country
H enernakers .CTub will meet at
6:30 in the evening In the theme
of Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
. • .
Group III of the First Chris-
In Church's cwvr wl -meet
in the &swath parjer at 8:00 in
the evening. H •stess will be 1Nc'r 
aha Futrell. Hilda Woods
Mese -11cettard Niatiorb and Mrs. and Zcitte'• Wa'hd15-The next club meeting wall
be held April 11 at 10:30 in the
m wring in the h ,me ef Mrs.
B. J. lieffman: • •
• • • •
t his.
meetmig.
• • • •
The l• 'alereay Assembly of
Ranbew or Girls will meet in
the lodge hall at 7:30 in the... -
evening.
Guetirie Churchill is in charge
if the program.
• • • •
- Grtnp IV of the CWF. First
Chia:man Church, will meet in
the la rne Mrs. Ralph Weeds. Dorcas Class Ilas
allege mpus. at 9:30 in the:morning.ca Breakfast Saturday
• • • • horning At Grill1
. •
Friday. April 4
:The Coldwater H2emakers The De
rcas Claes ,rf the Fine
Club will meet in the borne of .B.apeast 
Church met Saturday
Mrs. Themes Smith at 1:30 in merning
„ ,March 22 at the ('cal-
me afternonn. leeate Grill f
ar a breakfast at
• • • • 720. Mrs. Boyce •Morrisa-and
Saturday. April 5 . Group V
U were in charge.
'The Annual Easter Egg Hunt' Mrs. John Bgt:4cer sang ,two
will be held on the Wernan's woes! aeNts• 
"Were You There"
Club Melee lawn at 10:00 in the and -Christ Anse
."
morning. The hunt is fer chile Mr's. TS- m
ar Hagaricarr.p led
dress, grandett.kken and guests in the devoti
enel on the' subject
of all members of all depart- aGend MoM:27111. Christ la. 'teen"
ments of the woman's club. The vent pat-s
creed a traeh-
• • • • . day left to the .cleass teacher,
Sunday. April 6 Mrs. Myrtle Wa
ll. Thirty mern-
Eastter Sunday hers ea:ended the 
breakfast.
• • . • - • • • •
Golden• Circle Class
has Meet In Home
Of Mrs. II. B. Brady
The Golden Circle Sunday
Sclhool Cass of the Fent Baptist
Church met in the teene of Mrs.
H. B. Beady recently at 7:30
p.111:
The ereselent, Mrs. James Mc-
Neely, catled the meeting to
order. and Mrs. Jee R. Carpen-
:er led in prayer. . • -
The devotion was presented by
Mrs. Kenneth Adams on "What
Jesus Means To Me."
Numerous items of business
were discussed during the busi-
ness seseien which Was cerealtid-
ed with ,prayer led by Mrs.
Ran McDaniel.
Refre.srneflta were served to
Mesdames Kenneth Adams, Bob
Billangten. Billy Joe Bryan,
Cletus Cagle. oe R. Carpenter,
Halton Cho ratan, Kenneth Crean-
en Lewis Martin, Ragon Mc-
Daniel, James • McNeely, K.
Shields, Charlie Whitnell a a d
the hose-etas
• • • •
N. Murray Club
Meets In Home Of -
Mrs. Crawford
The N. Murray llernernak-
eas Cub met recently. in the
home of Mrs. Charlie Craw...Asti
at 10:30 in the morning. Mrs.
B.. J. Hoffman, pm:ea:dent, con-
ducted the meeting.
The main lesson on oven
meals was prepared by the farad
leaders, Mrs. Crawfard and Mrs.
Preston Boyd. Mrs. Zeffie Woods
gave the devetion and lad in
prayer.
The group voted on and dis-
cussed plans fir the corning
year. Mr's. Carl King-•ns revert-
ed on liancLecaping.
Eleven members were
Three tesa:••ts attending the
meeting and became members of
the club. They were Meedanies
Monday. April 7
The I. et.e Moon Circle of the
Fang Baptist Church will - meet
-, the hme of Mrs. Jee Wa-
earns'. 1304 Poplar Street, at 720
in the es-ening
• • • •
The 11,..asran..ercsa Club - will
meel at the Woman's C 1 u b
I House at 600 in the tesnang foz
the regular d.nnafr rileeting.
Mrs. Leon Chambers
Hostess To Meeting
Lynn Grove Club
The La nn G r .-ve H sine makers
Club met recently at •10:3e in
the morning in the borne of
Mrs. Leap Members_ with Mrs.
C •ya Butterweeth presiding.
The <nye/Iona! was given by
I • • • • -Mi•s Monen Cffi'Al,', rd. Land-The Altar SOnety if St. Levee ecapreat arid gardening net es
ca./bee ceeree will rnek in over, read by Mrs. Vernon But-
'ere,,rth. The main le-sem on
f 4; A-W. presented - by Mrs.
Carl ie eken rt .
A' the n on hour. lunch was
...teed by the food leaders and
'ha' !II, .Ttes5 to nine members
and one visitor,. Mrs. Cadens
he home flf Mrs. Don Payne,
604 °Tye Street Extended at
7 30 in the evening.
•aa . •
Tueallay, April 8
The Morning Circle of t Is e
ienst Meaty-dee ellalrekt skill
-.eel in the heme .f Mrs. Char-
%t'. m Baker. Ner.h . Heti
Street, at 920 .n • ...a aherrang.
The club will meet April 10
a 1:30 in- the afterneon en the
ii .me ref Mrs. 'Jere Crawl ad.
• • • • • • • •
PERSON,AftLS
A/2c Jerry T. McCar•.y r••-
• -cried _borne from Japans for a
ariel day with his parents. Mr
nal Mrs. Arnr6 Warily - if Cal-
esray Curl' y. A/2c I4coarty
is rale r.-s1 to the Air Fairce
.,se at Letle Rock. Arkareee.
.1 W. McCarty. Caaeage•
7.',thf-T son cyf the McCiaty.S.
W.1 h his rearefes over the
a:el:ken/I recently.
• • • •
%Ira. Mary Louise Baker. Mrs
re B. 11., ,nt.. Sr:. and Mr. and
N••rman Klapp attended
- . end dep n len at Fee ren,loale
7kt/en er O Friday evening.
March 21. Mrs. Bo me served as
. . •a
K.-y fivr-
• '-111"••EPET1-111T7-7111tr"Yogo--rtr
Mr!. Earl Steree. Hamel High-
eale nag reeahned to her hemp
meter urelerg 'rig sin-gory 'et the
Vanderbiet Pice4ital Nestireille.
r
TWO NEWS
Still quite a bit of illness
around here. Rudy Hendon has
been real sick fair ever a week.
Uncle Bud Allbritten has been
suffering more lately. Oren Sim-
mons was real sick last week
and Mrs. Oren Simmons has a
severe cold. Most of the sick
were able to be back to church
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten
and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy Carrel and Diana in Pa-
ducah over .the weekend.
Mr. Tom Linville visited ,the
George Linville's Wednesday of
las: week.
'Mr. and Mrs. Linville had as
visitors Saturday, Mrs. Buford
Barton and, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Saanon and ems, and Debby
Jackson Sunday and during the
week callers were Mrs. N. L.
Wilson and Mrs. Clarice Gregory.
The Linville's are proud of
a new. telephone.
Roads so bad we we're very
glad to have. Me. and Mrs. Zelna
Farris, Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
Grubbs .and Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Hermon and James to worship
with us last Sunday. Visitors
always. welcome and Bro. Jay
Leackhart will be here Sunday,
23rd, both morning and evening
11.00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Mr. and hl. ..:_tallton Williams
and daughtersere Sunday night
guests of the A. W.-Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Hatcher
spent Thursday niet . and Mrs.
Melvin Gregan Friday night with
Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Allbritten
and daughters. Mr. and Mrs.
Hatcher and Mrs. Haaold Grogan
and son were Sunday afternoon
callers of the Alltsrattens.
Johnny Miller is sick with
flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Oaen Simmons
visited Mr. arid Mrs. Rub Duncan
one night last week.
Bublau Hill is visiting home-
folks this week. beIween se-
mesters of Freed-liardeman Col-
lege.
Miss Barbara Hart of Nashville
Visited Mr. and Mrs. Wilford
Hart last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Kingins
and daughter purchased the Mrs.
N. L. Wilson place and moved
lad week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin.Stubblefield
and children purchased t he
James Lamb farm and moved
there last week. - .
Mr. and Mrs. James Altlis
moved to the tenant house of
Mr. and Mrs. -Kingins. We are
proud to have all these new
neighbors. -
Be .nice' if all this snow leaves
in a hurry.' Don't like snow and
hoping if- sun ever shines all the
sick 'gullies will ell get better,
lIrs. C. S. Lowery
flitertains Library
• Club. .1Iurray Ili•ch
Ira- ir.s vi•ratii in • f 'N•i•innal
. I, iir:ir!i• Week. Mrs. C. S. lenery
an. 'reenact the library eltig. of
I Murray Hien Schierl in her bOok
!etnee, The Raven. Friday after-
, ream at flytterace stk.
1 •Acie mpenied by the librarian.
Mr.. Gr-ege flare the r,:! -wing
Ietuo mernoe ..r. v. ted -the h aook
-nee and brewed through the 1
tar, Its and were e.rvre a tee end !
Aka: .Wariria Duncan, lb-beers
Duerr!. R. se! e R -hien •;. Fel :city
Ha = ',rein. :VI aryl,n If aanioon.
Teener. Ezell. Cariaen II aeons,
TY- fr1 Y s•-c•-..• 3.1:liw j..-eine
S ..-, ::. Si' 11.ch I r(11, .n. EV71
( ..:1 0% ne., -,1 S'.1,,!, • .()*.i' I 371d.
Mxrg., rfi f'r ri. r. M.'.'.' Bea
. .„ al Tree: -Craearo.:i.
• • • ••
Droe-- -or tes feast ineraection-
al ! 1 game Was 1. 4-0 less I
,J A. A. in 1894.
•
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Some Clergymen Feel Miracles Carolyn...
In Bible Stumbling Block
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
The miracles recorded in the
bible may have served in past
generations to strengthen faith.
But many clergymen feel that
the situation is reversed today.
Modern man has been condition-
ed by a scientific age to look
for natural, cause-and-effect ex-
planations at all phenomena. He
tends to look with skepticism
on any. religion that takes mir-
acles seriously. Thus for millions,
in and outside of the church the
-mighty works of God" related
in the Old and New Testament
have become stumbling blocks to
faith.
This problem, which cuts across
all denominational lines, has re-
cently engaged the attention of
a number of Protestant a n d
Catholic scholars. Of several
books touching on the subject,
two of the best are "The Book
of Miracles." by Zsolt Aradi
(Farrar, Straus and Cudahy) and
'Barnes to Belief" by Norman
F. Langford (Westminister Press).
Aradi is a Catholic. Longford a
Presbyterian.
e Clear Distinction
BotHe wri:ers draw a clear
distinction between belief in the
principle that miracles can -hap-
pen and believing that any par-
ticular miracle did take place.
The rationalist argument that
Price...
(Continued from Page 'One)
vitally necessary to lure buyers
Ingo the market place.
• GE Objection Lesson
One government offatial trac-
ed an object letesen in the recent
ace ion by General Electric in
taking its appliances out of the
feed price or "fair trade" cies-
safateeeon. The result was a mid-
den upsurge, in retail sales on
GE appliances as snores in fair
trade states cut prices to appeal
to censurners.
Anether ecenomast, pointing to
the sagging market for new cars,
ex.preeratei beeei that awe Manu-
facturers faced with a backlog
of more than 900,000 unsold
ears may reduce prices in the
ricer future.
Mane of the federal officials
with whom the United Press
:aired suggest-eel fr. return to
g..vernrnent wage-price erntroLs.
They generally veicel hope
bueness and labor Will see the
logic erf tmproved trade eite the
route of price cuts.
miracles are "impossible" is bas-
ed on the belief that the physical
laws of them universe are in-
herently unchangable. But Aradi
points out that this belief cannot
be "proved" scientifically. It is
just as much an act of faith
as the belief that the author of
the universe can intervene in
nature to produce effects which
seem to be outside of its normal
processes.
To deny the possibility of
such intervention, Aradi says, is
to deny God's omnipotence or
"by implication, his very .exist-
ence,"
Atheist's Position
That, of course, is precisely
the position that atheists take.
But neither Aradi nor. Langford
are speaking primarily to the
cumparatieely small percentage
of people who are atheists. Their
books are addressed rather to
the large number of people who
do believe in God but who
say they "cannot believe in mir-
acles."
This number,-----Langforda noacs,
includes many professing Chris-
tians who accept Jesus Christ
as a unique revelation. ,,of God's
redemptive love but who wu
like to separate this faith from
the "miracle stories" of the new
testament.
Miracles And Magic
"One common eseurce of con-
fusion is the. habit of regarding
miracles as identical with magic,
and thus out of place in a
modern man's view of what is
possible in our universe.
Services
(Continued from Page One)
man, Jr., M. C. Ellis, Guy Bill-
ingten. Mrs. Eva Curd, and Mrs.
I. L. Clanton
The riteat meetang of the
conereettse is scheduled for Apel
25. at wanith time the Olderaga
As...salsa:ewe pr .gram of tha Dee-
eion •.1 Public Aaarietence will
be deetessised by a heiraseftamive
of that -Division.
FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA
ALWAYft BEST AT THE
SOUTHSIDE
DRIVE-IN 4
Masai Road Phone 1482 •
(Continued from Page One)
at the Mid-South Spekling Bee
at Memphis, April 8. Each par-
Lid -pent there will rectriae: a $25
Savaig Pend and a Paper Mrate
pen.' Her parents or teactex will
acoompany her to Memphis.
Randy received 510.00, Ber-
bera $5.00. Each school retire-
s-entire. e received $1.00 for par-
ticipating. After the match all
the spellers were taken to a
local drug stare f o e refresh-
ments. 
.Otherchfldren partiteparting in
the match were: Martha Evens,
Alnio; Judy Paschall, Hazel;
Josh Hall, Lynn Grove; Ger-
Linde Magee', Murray Training:
Shanun Churchill, Murray• liagh;
and . Carl Ellis, Independence.
Prize money for the Spelling
See was made paaelible by con-
halite:tall from all the Is i g h
schools of Cadowey, t Pea pies
Bank, Rank of Murray, Frazee,
Melugin. and Holton, Belk-Set-
tle, Teliey's Food :darker, Hub-
ert Young, Leon Gragran, Ran-
dall Ate...rson, Murray Haigh
Scheel a n d Murray .Training 4
Sphere.
' lairs. Annie Mae Hopkins is
to be e•ngratulatiad for the
training and enenurgeenent ae
has given to Carolyn. Kirksey
High School has won the Spell-
ing Match, for the bast three
CollseCtAtiVe years. Annaba Caro-
lyn Ellanition -TAkAII in r956. Jena-
ter Riley won in 1957.
White pelicans are on, ea our-
largest American terds. The
eangspread rea&ea 111.110 feeL
'ARE YOU FULLY COVERED?
TOO LATE WITH TOO LITTLE
But don't YOU be too late
with too little INSURANCE:
Akar to be 'sure that YOU are
FULLY COVERED see els abouti
the new Homeowners Combina•
ton 'Policy which provides all
the essential INSURANCE you
need for your home and SAVES
Y,.OU -20", Carus today about
this money saving INSURANCE
plan.
Purdom & Thurman '
South Side of the Sqvare
Phone 842
 .4
NEW SPRING STYLES FOR TOTS TO TEENS!
We have chosen with utmost care...
these smart new footwear styles for Spring
by Weather- Bird ! .They're not only famous for
good looks, but lots of rough and tumble
wearability ... be sure to come in with your
youngsters soon! All sixeei and widths ... correctly fitted.
See Mickey Mouse TV Show!
44.95 to '6.95
i tee
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_aarolyn
(Continued from Page One)
t the Mid-South Spelling Bee
t Memphis, April 8. Each par-
cipenit there wall recuiye a $2O
. asit•ng Bond and a Paper Mute
ien2 Her parents or teacher will
co,ineprany her to Metnphis.
Randy received $10.00, Har-
are 65.00. Each sateen repre-
entative received $1.00 for par-
;cleating. After the match all
he spellers were taken to a
local drug stare 1 o r refreeh-
nents.
Other children parthepating in
he match were: Martha Evans,
CS Into; Judy Paschall, Hazel;
Leah Hall, Lynn Grove; Ger-
Lade Mew, Murray Training;
'Shawn Churchill, Murray High;
and .Clarl Ellis, Independence.
Prize money for the Swilling
Bee was made pachable by cun-
tribal...n.1 freer% all the hFgh
schools of Callowey, Peoples
Bank, Bank of Murnay, Fnazee,
Melugin, and Holton, Belk-Set-
tle, Tolley's Foxi Market, Hub-
ert Young, Leon Grogan, Ran-
dall Person, Murray High
Seixod a n d Murray .i?tesining 4
Sehool.
' [IVIrs. Annie Mae Hopkins is
to be congratulatixl fur the.
training anti encourgenneht Aire
has given to .Carolyn. Kirksey
_High School has wian the Spell-
ing Mateo for the last three
consecutive years. Annite Caro-
lyn lidlantion 'Won in 1956. Jeni-
fee Riley won in 1957.
White peitcarte are on' of. our
nirgiet Amor.e.,n lards. The
ea• peed readbus nine feet,
"ARE YOU FULLY COVERED?"
6
TOO LATE WITH TOO LITTLE
But don't YOU be too late
with too little INSURANCE!
And to be -surf that YOU are
FULLY COVERED see Nis about.
the new Homeowners Combina-
tion 'Policy which provides all
the essential INSURANCE you
need for your home and SAVES
YeOU•20°.. Carus today about
this money saving INSURANCE
plan.
Purdom & Thurman
South Side of the Square
Phone .842
•
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I TO TEENS!
STORE
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LEDGER & 'TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
a. per ward nip ems doh siaaninn ef 17 weeds for 60o - Se per word for three darts Wendt's/ sille are payable la advance.
FOR SALE I
Frig claire Refrigerator, in good
conci.tion. Reasonalidy priced.
aaill 139-J. M2e/C
IJSMD REFRIGERATORS, -elec-
tzite motors, electric stoves, Duo-
t
mi oil h andeaters. We buy 
used appliances add motors.
• . Dill. Phene 988. TIC. 
Y, Jap or grass. Three kande.
and 500 bale. T. G. Shelton,
3. Phone Ull. ht2IC
ACROSS
1-Parent ieollise.i
1— Paid tiolle11
6- sharpen
13—trti t led
14—Hehrew lett/
16—Part of flowe
(pl.)
1/1—Arttticial
languagg
u-sarth ptoddese
21,—Verve
21--Ireland
21-1 ; Ill's name
26—Take one a 1,511
29—roMpas• point
29-01i1
4-4.1.1aritsh
II-3tother of
liel.n of Troy
31-
11 nam•
.15—i 'Hoe
1a- Exclamation
10—Tumult
42—Actual. 'I
NBW & USED TIKES We in-
laid" mufflers and all pipes.
rem Muffler check. Let us serv-
ice your oar. Lt pleass us to
please you. We give :Bop Value
Stamps. Main Street Shell Serv.,
6th & Main, phone 9119. Thornias
Jones, owner. Porter Chilicutt,
manager. M26C
HOLSTEIN COW weth fine calf.
Can be seen On Coles Camp
road See Mr. Such 'Dutton or
Welkt Puri:loin. Phone 949-W-3.
114.27C
t......,SbWuitD PUZZLE
I.
eggs
47—(himiley
carbon
49—European
611-121r11's name
52-.1.abor
Eao)lunian
,leity
*66—Teutonic dell)
66-,Arbor
Ia.-Symbol for
tantalum -
ill—Relation
65-Portions of
medicine
66—Compass point
ST—Before
f
lat7V/N
lAnusti do
2-A state
3—Postseript
(abbr.)
4—Poker stake
6—A oportions -
11-611rn
A r, to ve,iernay s Puree
00ON MOP
C10150 Jain -
BO 61000 7
01011110 BOOM0 OUSMON MOM
(3011100111
00 OWN N
MOM 12003 B
U000 HMO
000 001116
MOP BOBB
OBB 700E 101 - 0
W 
AR
•
e'R
Em
i 13 + 5 b 7 re,.
.
ill d
no
V
A
/UlUUrAill
e e V
4
2, r ,22 26 UU
241•ll25 VA•11127 V ,2.au
31
MEI
32 Op
3. 1111r VA §I. 31
4 B E4*
Val.42 MS al
.., r/im as-.
UU
s' N5'mu mu„ Yee. ill 111 . ft VA 51 a
'' MIEN
ill
Ili RIRIE
al.
Mad fl10. 1111•••••• 11••
A
7—Moo..,
weight
- -s—Flower
10-1/le
11-1.;gista
11- Recipient of
gift
17—l'ost
So— %fan .1a 
23— NO( • of ale
71— A 00III,Ilent
(abbr.
:!5- Winglike
27—Kind lIt ihe•a•
30 -Ineltiess of
cliweord
'12-tin (on of
15-ThoFe who
pluntler
27—er5 of
Ha ...hailed*
3A—Sign of
39—Priehtfut
41-Instrument
417-Cllek Is St'.
fil-rir.to dos. n
46—Printer's
Measure
en—Tins
51— ..f
Slap.,,.,
Currency (ol.)
63—rnit of Italian
currency (la)
- M-Inerinde -ruff
continent
tahbr I
60- Reeeraae
62— Vonjonetion
61 - of lin
DUNCAN - PHYFE end table.
coffee table and drum table to
matah, also bolding wheel °hair.'
like new. Call 510-ft. M26C
I Wanted To Bu;
CLEAN, COT1X3N RAGS. No
buttons, eppens. Ledger and
Times. Phone 55. TI
Male Help Wanted I
SALESMEN- One of the fastest
growing companies tn the state,
now has openings for two sales-
men in this hounity. You work
six hours daily home at night,
above average income. Write
stating full qualiEcatauos. B. H.
Evans, Box 749, Paducah, Ky,
M26C
113-us. Opportunities
3 WOMEN for part time work.
Day or evening hours to suit
you. No experience necessary
but must be willing worker and
depencioble. Average $1.68 per
hour. Phone Jackson, Tennessee
2-1880 after 8:00 P.m., or write
Mrs. Bette Riercey, P 0. Box
1006, Jackaun. If rural include
ehrectr..ns to home and phone
number. M27C
LOST & 'FOUND
L 0 S T: Pair of ladies black
frame oat eye Meson. Reward.
Kay Roberts. Phone 1447 or 48.
M28C
LOST: Dental braces,--Wire and
pin lute. Resembles bridge
without teeth. Reward. Phone
17654. TFnc
Medium .s.ze v. ii 1 minter with
lemon head arid oars. If found
call, Hub Dunn. Phone 1025 or
22•12. M25C
'3341:1kAINUOMIL
neraltiCkbaalMrt
AriVIWIPIATE NM g VV1111AM FULLER 
iti Ii
P114.4, 5.4.1.• L44.
CrIAPTF:Tt 19
A.§ SOON as my tat friend left
me I undressed and stepped
into the stall sheer in the bath-
room. 1 stood under steaming hot
water for long minutes.
When I got Out, and after I
had toweled. 1 more or less in-
advertently looked in the cabinet
ovet the wash basin and was
somewhat amazed to find • new
toothbrush. tooth powder, a
razor. sharing cream and a comb.
I suprosed that all these luxuries
could be summed up and put into
thL same general classification as
air inat dinner given a man
scheduled to burn in the electric
chair.. But this fairly gruesome
thought didn't slow me down.
When I'd brushed my teeth and
shaved and combed my hair I
felt bitter. The not, then cold
water in the shower had lessened
the swelling around the gash in
the back of my head. The wound
itself seemed to be healing
cleanly.
There were knorks at the door.
wrapped a towel around my
waist. Cr02104‘11 the bedroom and
opened the door. Two olive-
skinned, dark•haired, whit e-
jacketed flunkies were there. One
held a tray, the other an armful
ot clothes.
I stood aside. The little guy
with the chow, planted his tray
on the table by my bed. The other
one dumped his armload of cloth-
ing on top 9? my dresser.
"Much. obliged," Owed. , •
•'i speak." one of them said.
• "Expo aril 7"
His face lighted. "Si, senor."
"Granule," I said. My Spanish
was sittoctly,prigin type. I wished
1 knew enough of it to ask him
where I was, what I was doing
here and for whofn he worked.
But he prohably wouldn't have
told me anyway.
"Buenos dem. senor,' he said.
•'Hoirrtoa dins. scrinr.3." I said.
They bowed and left me.
I had a look at the chow. There
SCR. orange mire and the chilled
halt Of a papaya There were a
eimple of poached eggs on toast
and s pot of heifer. I was sud-
denly hungry I had plenty bf
thinking to do but that could
Wait
When I'd finished breakfast I
had a true tit the clothes they'd
There were t
four white tennis type shirtse-a
size too small. trit they'd stretch.
There were a half-dozen shorts
..nd three pairs of softly inun-1
ored khaki slacks. I was nil set
' ire.
Put where 7
I 0prawleil on the bed. propped
* neninsomy hack and
1 to think things through
.at was this I'd gotten mixed
•
up In? 1 tried to wrap it in cap-
sole form and come up with soine
sort of an answer. I'd come to
Miami Beach to live it up for a
couple of weeks. Just like any
ordinary bachelor with a couple
Of weeks off from the shop. 1
meet this doll and make a date
with her.
And the roof falls in.
The doll, having made • big
thing of the fact that she needed
my help In recovering • quarter
of • million bucks, disappears. It
would seem that she's been mur-
dered.
And I'm blamed for that. '
A dead man named Jack Forbes
seems to be the key figure in the
pi.zzle. I try to find out why. I
check with his ex•boss, who
later double-croases me. I check
with Forbes' ex-girlfriend. and
the exerirlfriend turns up dead.
And it's a lead-pipe Cinch that
I'm blamed for that, too. Miami
and Dade county police are un-
doubtedly out In force looking for
me right now.
In the meantime, rm taker
over, slugged and flown to an
island somewhere in the Ba-
hamas. In a peculiar way, this is
a favor. At least I'm not in jail.
I shook my head. 'It didn't
make any sense at all.
The bright, early-morning aim
coming through the windows hurt
my head. I got up and pulled
the shades. The room was almost
dark now. I 'sprawled back on
the bed and tried "to think some
more.
The fat man. The rat man
worked for some-body. But for
whom? My head was getting
fuzzy. WO eyelids' drooped. I
forced them open. I couldn't af-
ford to sleep now, not until I'd
thought this thing through. What
elid I know shot:' the fat man'
The fat man had Demme my tail
after I'd met Marta. Okay. HI,
motivation there was clear
enough. Ile was after that wad of
dough Marta had mentioned. He
hadn't gotten the information
from Marta Ile thought I had it.
And he wanted It For this rea-
son I'd been taken over and
hrmight here-.
But the fat man wee taking
orders from someone. I hadn't
known this befere for sure but
I'd sensed it. And ehen I'd taken
a shot in the dark this morning
end had said something about
Ntss he'd played right along. He
did have a hese 'le was taking
orders. Fled Raid so.
And Joan Morris. The blonde
had been on the verge of telling
k nit, 
something important Some-
thing about Jack Forbes. It
woillii seem..heeeiese of the ton.
\ ing. that this had been why 
she'd
been killed. It waled seem that
semeone had been listening to
our conversstinn Tt-e fr' "FM Or
one of his heads. They'd 1.ieri .0
the neighborhood.
What had Joan been about to
tell me about Jack Forbes What
piece of information could there
possibly be about a dead man im-
portant enough to cost the girl
her life?
1 shook the sleep from my
eyes. I couldn't afford to steep
now.
Tom Lear!
Tom Lear had lied to me about
his relationship with Forbes. He'd
lied to me about his relationship'
with Joan Morris. And it was
he. actually, who had -thourh in-
advertentiv -sent me to set Joan
Morris I'd never even heard of
the girl until he told me about
her. And then he turns up, after
her murder, pals with the fat
man and his fellow goons.
It just didn't make sense at all.
I yawned.
Suddenly I felt a dozen hands
on me. I tried to fight baek For
some re.ason my arms refoseo to
move. I was helpless, I shouted
for help .
And then I awakened. I -sots
dripping in sweat. My right arm
had been under me while I slept.
It had gone numb I shook it a ai
felt the needles of returning cir-
culation. I staggered to my feet,
walked to a window, raised the
shade and looked out. The cal-
endar- art colors of a beginning
sunset were in the western sky.
I'd slept all day.
I was groping In my pockets
for a cigarette when there a'as
knock at the door. I slipped into
my trousers and went to theca-ion
I cracked It. A man I'd never
seen before, a slim, dark, young-
Oh man seal. "You're expected
aboard the T.rroin for dinner in
thirty minutes. Mr. Dolan.
be back in twenty minutes to
show you the way."
"Just like that, huh?" I FISK .
"I leg your pardon?" he slid.
"Skip it," I said. "I'll be
ready."
After a cold shower I dressed
in a9me of the fresh clothes I'd
been brought. I lit PI fresh cig-
arette and sat down and waited.
For a man in the sort of a lam
1 was in I was strangely elated.
I felt that very soon I'd have the
answers to at least POMP of my
wiegtiona. The Ter, sa Wag of
&raw the cruiser I'd 110611 from
the. air, And it seemed almost
certain that I should find.aboard
the Terrse the person who was
milling all the strings around
here.
I could hardly wait_
"I can make you Wish you
were dead!" Bolan is eninc toi"
he told. "Miami Manhunt" con-,
tinues here tomorroW.
•
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DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
callect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
. Female Help Wanted 1
RELIABLE LADY to live with
aged weinan. Ph. 64I-W. lid27P
NOTICE
FULLER BRUSH Representative
in Murray. Co:toilet:as, heusehield
preduete, new type nylon dtrat
mime, etc. Freed Curd. Phone
2168-XJ. M26C
SINGER Sewing Michele Sales.
Service on all makes. Phone
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
after 4100. Al2C
Mattresses Rebuilt her new.
West Ky. NTattress Mfg. Co.,
Zaducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tetive Tabers Upholstery Shop,
lbi N. 3rd. Phone 549. TPC
FOR RENT
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn roller.. Starks Hardware,
121h and Poplar. Phone 1142.
TFC
Argonne Laboratory
To Run In Stusinster
CHICAGO - - One of
the nation's naclear research
/Cervtees wen Ithonv open f s
desirs to high school teachers
next stunrner.
Art •nne National Laboratory
at LC2214422:, Ill., Will run sum-
mer see:stuns to nanow the gap
between :he trainthg of many
-441041,44 the
-nt c (r&S7eT:
'Me teachers Weal review fun-
diamentals i.1 nuclear energy,
hear lectures by Argonne amen-
ties and pert ,rm experiments
related to atomic energy.
Ws is the second year Ar-
t eine, 25 miles southwest of
Chicago, has offered the "sum-
mer sclexe." A $10 regragratien
fee es required.
Old Statistic
Should Have
Rung Bell
By LYLE C. WILSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON (VI -The alarm
bell should have rung at both
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue"
this wd'ek when a certain old
statistic gut into print. ,
It was the statistical fact that
after eight years of Franklin
Roosevelt's big-time spending
approXimateiy 5,otel,000 persons
remaineu unemployed in August,
1941. 'lhat was almost 10 per
Cent of the labor force existing
then.
Neither the number of un-
employed new nor their per-
centage of the available labor
force is as large in this middle
year of President Eisenhower's
second auministration as were
both figures in the first year
of IDIt's third term.
FDR was sold early on the
idea of pump-priming, big-time
spending as a cure for depres-
sion.
The New Deal then turned
to hurry-up direct relief to
create jobs. Harry L. Hopkins
wort that monied venture which
was known as CWA - the Civil
Works Administration. Hopkins
and CWA were, in effect, direct
employers. Some of the jobless
got jobs raking leaves, painting
pictures, teaching the arts, main-
taining roads, parks and play-
grounds.
There were a great many jobs
in CWA - and, also, there was
a gre4 lot of foolishness and
considefable politics. It seemed
te some persons that Hopkins'
allotments of job-making money
had a strange tendency to in-
crease in certain important areas
in the weeks just before an
election.
However that may be, neither
Ikes' indinect nor Hopkins' direct
approach to job-making was suf-
ficient. Conditions did improve
but not enough to warrant any
great confidence now that such
methods could do any more
against current unemployment
The United Sates was worse
off in the matter of unemploy-
ment in August. 1941, than it
is today. A war was on the
way, however, and on Dec. 7,
1941, the Japanese in a. matter
-;.116.166111tir• lirwtetr= silearton
which ended unemployment 'in
the United States for a long, lung
time. • .
Started Back Trend
Fl3R's big-time, deficit spend-
ing, however, did one job well.
In the name of inflation it did
a job on the U.S. dollar from
which that shrunken item prob-
ably never will recover. FDR's
spending began the process which
has cut the value of a buck to
1
•
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Comics Splinter Guests But
Fail To Move Ewald Thursday
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
• NEW YORK let -Tv has been
cruel to the comics and Thurs-
day' night three COM:CS struck
haat. They were cruel to TV.
Lt all happened on "Make Me
Laugh," a cheache half - hour
show that ABC-MV unveiled
Thursday night in what I guess
you wOuld, call a cernedooeutili-
ence participation format.
The show is based on a gim-
rnick that was trotted out a cou-
ple of times on the NBC-TV
-Walter Winchell Show" a few
seasons back. Three comics, ai-
lined a rainuile each, try to
squeeze a laugh. oat (of a citizen-
volunteer. The Citizen is sup-
posed to hold back.
The gimmick was expanded
Thursday night into a whole
program with Robert Q. Lewis
erecce. The °oinks - Henry
'2:Attie:man, Buckles. Lester and a
gentleman who was introduced
as "Broadway's own Sid Gould"
-hari„..ea a cooperative sewers-
-a. . I secems including singer
'Dopy Bennett (othis week's
woricierful, wonderful singer,
Julius La Rosa").
Jokes - Laugh.able
Valursteer number one-a de-
signer of Shoes - broke down
after 106 seconds and got $106
and a carton of cigaretts. Broad-
way's own Sid Gould failed with
her when he tried such jokes
as: "you no doubt have seen
me many times en the • TV
screen where I go under the
name of Buster Crabee" and
"you'll never know what lone-
some is until you get to herd-
ing cows." Yes, I said thiase
were jokes.
Buddy Lester broke her up
by putting on a baseball cap
and yelling "gate."
Funny? I thought I'd die.
Volunteer number two w-aa
Pvt. Judy McCrea (son of actor
Joel NleCreei and he broke up
in 96 sec eicis, but this is pretty
excntszrble because as I remem-
ber the Army, laughs c a in e
about 50 cents.
The process of shrinking the
lovely buck continues and that
is very bad, indeed, because
the welfare of the nation and
pedple depends fire upon
the integrity of their money.
The record on spending a nation
out of depression in peace-time
is not encouraging.
Moreover, the record shows
that the spending • effort invites
or compels money inflation' which
too easily can become as deadly
to the common man as being
out of a job. More deadly, in
fact. And, of course, it could-
and-may happen here.
pretty cheap - entire platoons
would splainiter when someone
even drawded "ah-lia, San An-
tone.' . •
Anyway, Pvt. McCrea's clown:
fail occurred whore Broadway's
own Sid Gould, his lower lip
jolting kke a melancholy cat-
fish, said: "I killed 5000 men In
the Army-I was a cook."
Sennett Always Laughing
If you're still with me, after
a married couple was blitzed in
97 seconds, Tony Bennett ap-
peered and he had a few joke-4
of his own about the weenier
in Miami. Bennett was a dMd
pigeon ne.m .he start.' He began
laughing' before the comedians
even came on and all I've gut
to say is that the Russians sore
could learn something alx,ut eu-
operation from him.
"I know these boys," chuekl-
ed Bennett, with a chucklesome
cihucicie, ind when Broaaway's
own Sid Gould faced han and
said: "Did you ever work with
Roy &neck and his bend?" Ben-
nett fell apart. The count was
19 seconds and I had the faint
suspicion that "ah-ha, San', An-
tone" night have done it. even
quicker.
Since Bennett had announced.
he was donating his. winnings to
chanty ($19 and a carton uf
cigarettes), they let Buddy Les-
ter at him, too. Lester held up
a• rubber boot and pointed to
various spots on it: "Rocky
Igareano *Ms born here and
Perry Como was born here and
..." -Bennett coilapsed in a
fierce gale of his oven, chuckles.
Seconds: 42. For favorite char-
ity: $42 more arid, r flrettirne
another carton of cigarillos.
"Well, that's all for torfrOfg,"
or suraethtrig like that said
Robert Q. Lewis as he signeo
off. "Remember, keep laughin
...and keep meeting..."
Yes, I a.fl, Robert Q. nolc-
ing, I mean.
The Chadnel Swim: "Dial M
for -Murder," the NBC-TV spee
ser, for April 25, star Mau-
rice Evans, Jiihn W.iliame and
Anthony Dawson. All members.
of the originad Breadway oast.
Mal Silvers has asked Polly
Bergen to join hem in his May
13 spec for CBS-TV.
"Love that JAI" a n d "The
Betty White Show" won't be
back next season on ABC-TV.
Sene numbers of CBS-TV's
'Playhouse go-, y came from • Guarantee Covering Cost
New Y"ric nerd SC3,4412. Aanvng of Future Repairs
these being cereacierud for the
Manhattan producing job a r e
Fred Cue, John Housemen and
Gordon Duff.
NBC-TV's "Your Hit Parade"
wants to chuck its entire cast
of angers for next season 'and
..,..-VAGE FIVE
go With a lineup of big name
vonaksts. NBC-TV's "K ref t
Theatre" cancelled its April 30
F. Scott Fitzgerald play, "Last
of the Belles" and replaced it
with Ernest Hemingway's "Fifty
Grand."
Invitation To Bid
The raillf,15-,Q, County Fiscal
Court will pueeense the folksw-
mg equipment and rriacallinery at
.their re gill ar meeting - on April
1, 1958, in the County Judge's
Office in the Court House in
Murray, Ca lace. ay County, Ky.
You are onviied to bid on the
following -equierrient:
One bucket type gravel load -
see equipped with a one yard
bucket, also one and one-half.
yare bucket.
Also four, two ton trucks with
the following specifications:
Two speed axle. 1900 pounds
gross vehicle weight. 825x20,
10 ply tube type tires. Stand-
ard cab with heater and de-
froster, heaviest speings, front,
and rear.
Two adjustable long armed
mirrors. Minimum one quart
replacement element type oil
fitter. Minimum one quart oil
bath type oil cleaner, or dry
element type.
72 inch cab to axle measure-
ment. Two front two hooks.
Bid on both 6 and 8 cylinder
engine, specify horta_ggwer.
so The C.A.inty Judge will re- e
ceive bids on the above describ-
ed equipment at his office any
time prior to 3:00 p.m. Satur-
day, March 29, 1958.
'Calloway County reserves the
night to reject any and all bids.
M20-25
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Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Horne
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
11 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
In our 31st year of
termite control
work
Recommended by 96 Lumber
Companies in This Area
MURRAY LUMBER
'COMPANY
Phone 262
NANCY
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14n Circle Class
- 
< Tuesday. March 25 ,
The • AAUW Book Club well
meet at 720 in the eveneng in
the re me if Mrs. Lillian Adarns,
.1002 Main Seneet.
The Lotckan Class of the Feral
Baptist Churah will meh: at 7:00
In the evening en the home
of Mrs. A A. Doherty. Greup
VII. with 'Mrs. Dtheety as cap-
taare is in charge.
• • • •
Thursday, March 27
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
this evening at 800. It well be
• nen mtheing and the publece
'Birthday Party _is
Sponsored By PTA
Representatwes
grade of Murray
High Scheel enjoyed a birthday
Parte s in • the senehe recreation
hall Friday night When- the h, me
men representatives of the PIA
served - refretennente and swa-
ge:en the en ern.
The 8.5 members of the clam
termed numetees by grouse rig
the birthday rnorreha and each
cement:tee nude m biles retiree-
eenteng tht.• inereth se' bee h.
These mehilee were tied to the
tights in the room . making the
dee - ran', ins . Judges ges e trle
blue nbbon to the mobile rep-
reeteritang December.
Mhe Ma)r..-7.1e Bennett a rid
Jahn Huts in received- -the- blue
riblions after being judged the
beet slow dancers. Man Marjorie
Banta, 'and Peclip Sparks were
judged the best fest dancers.
A hoar !ohne featured the re-
freselervern hear with seven cis:-
lea.- nude:vs prnanting
a. Murnay -alumnus sang
numbers. elE•ss Brenda Brer!,:is n.
tw numbers She was accom-
panied by Crkarle* Thurmond.
M.s5:...S Ma rtba Cur.ningesafe.
Jane Freeman. and See Sewers
and eltesre Chuck Asmus. Jerry
Deugtai and Steve Drove sang
several hum erns selections.
Seven fathers. d r as a ed as
was: ere. served ;the , refresh:eerie
sancheithess anetteakesi
They were Messrs Reber %el-
k-erre. Wonffir. Huts h. M C.
Mies. Harry Sparks. J. B.
John Bryent and Tern Cr.-
• ,Sti>eve7 present arid 
helping
neat thenerefreshrneries and ene
term:temente e r e: Menke:nes
Torr. Crider, T. W. Otseland.
Weedlen Nees ,n. sJ, B Wlihnete.
and elehr. Bryant. Sp rs were
Mrs. A B Ausn, M._ AEen
Russell. Mrs. Gtorge• Hart, az.,ild
Ireer. Gee. es
Other 'heelers who dropped_
in •-, see the dee seateme and
waren the pa ny b••• • •
Princ.pel Fred Schtlez. 'Mrs.
Harm:. Sparks. Mem eleas. La
•ter ..ed Mies Ishene Swann.
is invited to attend. The pro-
gram will be presented by the
Music Department "Mumc and
(ester." Hirettenes a r e Mee-
.Baker Littleton, C.
C. Lawry, LT D. Miller, Robert
0: Miller, Bill Furgersen, and
Ace McReynolds. ' •
• • • •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club w i 11
meet, at 1:00 p.m. at the club
,...use for the annual luncheon
and program. Prof. Richard Fare
rell will be in charge of the
musical program. For reserva-
tions, call Mrs. Maynard Rags-
dale before Winne:day neon.
Host esetes are Mesdames May
Rei&eisialle.. 0. C. Wells, H.
C. Corn A. F. Doran, Leonard
Vaulthre R. L. Putnam and J.
A. Cleland.
• • • •
The Magazine Club will meet
at 2:30 In the afternoon in the
Murray Eartric Building. Mrs.
E. S. Furgersen is hostess:
• • • • ,
Saturday. March 2i
- The • W• man's Associaliftli of
the College Preateetenen Church
will . have a rum:wage sale in
the Legen Hall. The &is will
elan at 800 in the morning.
• • • •
Tuesday. April 1
The Ch;tht:an Worneres Fel-
e-enter, of the First Christian
Churcti wee meet in the church
paelor at 2:30 in the afternoon.
The program will be a discus-
sneerern -Church a 7:1,..N1 CM "100
Years In Murray" ry mte-n-
Dr. Alta Presson Is
Speaker On Fruits &
Bread at Alpha Meet
.e-ea Preen h the"'Mu*-
niy ..:e herne econo-
mats eepartmgat was gues
4n-alter at a meenng of the Al-
Deparerr.ern of the Murray
W. mane Club. The meeting,
reed at the club h .use, was Sat-
an:bay aeerno-ne. Marelh 22 at
220.
Dr. Presson. int-reduced by
tw --feffehan Barker. gave. an
1 res....nemesia teeth 'S seem-
non and answer period on fruits
and breach, their food . value and
e nips isite
The 1x:eskers tabie was dec-
orated whh a eesouquet of spring
towers.
letieuen-three members w r-e
served a pa luck dinner at the
non haur.
Mrs. Eche. n La ran rens ed
in National Library Wetle. Mrs.
rid Owen. club era:mean,
app erred a norninennig csenniet-
tee to w •rk on a slate •A effic-
ers le pri2,erit at the Apr.I meet-
sreng as chaerrner. of the
e mare_ e- Kath-
1 in P:rt7c on. Ala, .n 'he oats-
are St-burn White
and Mrs. R. A. nee in.
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS" .
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
41111111MCIMMOMMIM1111111111111111W
bee is urged to attend this
meeting.
• • • •
The Murray Assembly of
Rainbew for Girls will meet in
the kedge hail at 7:30 • in the
evening.
• • • •
The Ann Hamelane Clam of
the Memorial Baceist Charch
wee meet in the home of Mrs.
J. W. Shelton at 7:30 in the
evening.
• • • •
The Winsome Class of the
Memorial Baelest Church will
meet in the borne of Mrs. Mali-
Inn Frizzetl. South 9th -Streit, at
7:30 in the evening.
• • • st,
The etelta Departeriern of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 in the evening at the
heuse. 'Program loader will
be Mies Frances Sexton and the
he gram well be presented 
by
the Music _Department of the
Meterayi Wornehe Club, Mrs.
Howard., Ohle. chairman. Hs knees
will be Menxiarnee etax ender-
!tile George Hart. Aubrey Hat-
cher. Graves Hendon, J. I. Hos-
ick and Whit Imes.
• • • •
Thursday, April 3 -
The Garden Department of
Murraytie  Weman's Club will
meet at -2:30 in the aflerneten -at
the club house for the Flower
5h iv. Chaerneen wet be Mrs.
011ie Brown. Histemee are Men-
dames M. 0. Wrether. Yandail
Wrather, . J. B. Werten.• D. L.
ereAttissi---0-.---R.--Searges, Verne
Kyle and Humphrey Key.
11110kAArdy 
* ENDS TorisTE *
June Allyson
David Niven in
"MY MAN GODFREY"
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
I I urry! Hurry! Hurry!
BIGGEST STAR CAST EVER ASSEMBLED!
Ira
.1EAR•FiS• idECKL giERO ' NAR I
11111117111NIM*Itail • glifiELL
44EVER SO VAST AN UNDERTAKING!
MORE THAN YOUR EYES
1 HA
VE EVER SEEN!
s
TORN!'
NKIND
  - WARNER BROS.• TECHNICOLOR
• • • •
The Town a rid Country
H enermakers Club will meet a:
6:30 :n the evening in the home
of Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
• • % •
Group III the First Chefs-
lean Church's t-wr urc.,1 meet
it the church parer a: 8:00 in
the evening. Hestess cc-ill be
Mrs. Howard Niciattes and Mrs.
Gietutie Churchill is in charge
of the program.
• • • •
Group IV of the CWF. First
Christian Church, will meet in
tha heine of Ars. Ralvh W.;ocK Dorcas Class has
ocelleges Ciarnpus, at. 0:30 in the Breakfast Saturday
• • • • Morning At Grill
Friday, April 4
The Coldwater H enemakers
Club will meet in the bane of
Mrs, Thernas Smith at 1:30 in
lie afternoon.
see.
Saturday. April 5
The Menne! Easter Egg Hunt
will be held on the Woman's
Club Hoteee lawn at 10700 in the
rnerning. The hunt is fere chi-
dress. grenricheldren and guests
A all merriee.re, el all depart-
ments of the wornares • club.
S ee.
Sunday, April 6
Eastter Sunday
• • •  •
The Ds, rcas Class of the F.ret
Repast Church met Saturday I
rn 'rising..esterch 22 at the Col-
legiate Grill for a breakfast at
720. Mrs. Boyce Morris and '
Greup VU were in charge.
Mrs. John atelier sang two
vocal solos. -Were You There"
.ind Cbrisf Arose." •
Mrs. Ths• :nee H 'gene:imp led
in the devotional on the subject
"Good Merreng. LThrist is Raen."
'The group ph-se-reed a bireh-
day g.tt to the clam teacher,
Mts. Myrtle Wall. Thirty mem-
bers attended the breakfast.
• • • •
Monday. April 7 .1Irs. Leon Chambers
The L 'tee Moen Circle of the
k-Ait Bernie: Church wia meet Hostess To .1leeting
en the 11 me of Mrs. Jee We- Lvnn Grove Club
. 1304 Poplar Street, at •720 -
The Lynn Gm sye H era- rr.akers
Club 'met recenny at 10:30 in
the morning ;n the' Irene of
Mrs. Leon Chambers with Mrs.
C: fee te Nes: h presiceng.
The elev. heml was given by
M.,: Marion Crewfsext. Land-
-eying end gardening net es
, were reed My Mrs. Yemen But-
' •eree- hth The- main. lee.-,n on
el,. way presented by Mrs.
Ca.. c /Mart.
A' .• n ci h an, luneeswee
s sel by the fed loaders and
evening.
S ee.
miseries Club will
meet at the •nun's C 1 u b
Horace at 600 e evening for
the regular dinner eetung.
• • e •
The Ar.ae..-Srcety A
Cattlekce rleurch will me
•he tvcrie of Mrs. Den Payne
:604 Cher- Street Extended at
7 30 in the evening.
• • • •
Tuesday, April
The Morning Circle t h e Hem to , 
Enberic
F.m ech,„d„,,  oeseeeh ae,r,nm ,Tre viffitor, mfrs. Gal
vin
"eel in the :bane of Mrs. Char- Sr
Mas in Baker. Neriti 10th Tes• club will meet April
 10
Street, at 9:30 in the marnang. :st 120 in the 
afternoon in the
• • et 
1. iire of Mrs. Jere Crawford.
• • • •
1
- PERSONALS77-31-7.7,, je. S,, L-owery
Entertffins Library
's
A/2c . ierry T. McCarty re-
eirned thene from Japan lea a Club, .1Iurray High
-in ef Hay with his parents( Mr. In enssireatish A' National
.nd Mrs. Arne McCarty , sf Cal- •1. tietry Week. Mr • C. S Lowry
way County. A/2c AcCany en' enened the lebrary Club of
ss rt pe red to the eke- F nee Munely Firth School in 'her beek
. • Litele Rack. Arkansas. 'Hone The Raven. Friday after-
McCarty. Cheag Ill. TI • el at five Wel ek.
:heeler son stf the McCarty's.1 Aec mpereed by the ebrirlan.
oesei with his pareres over the Mr. Ch-.rge liar, the f el wing
• rekend rehereay, club membtsrs hated the book-
* it. ili -.kt.re and brs PA"- ed thr it: gh the ,
Mn' 'ke and were served lee ant1
B. B one. Sr.. -and Mr. and enke: Wanda Duncan, ftebnoca
ehe nenhan gehee attendee reiben. Resite•e Ft .hens. Tencity
• -.d lap near: at Fels enices• tle Marylin It hensen.
s•t 'OES —17:Zan evening. 'I' rareie t'arolan Ft etkirn.
21.• Mrs. Berme served as "l' qitny Steele etary Lse
e irgen.o. S 1.- S114 Itieherasen. Eva
• • • • — (are: (there a. She. Outland,
Later M.'s- Keey Steele, five- tearg<ret creter. Matere Koi
datigerer of me. and Sewell. and Ihnv Cooper.
Mee. Earl Steele. IferrA 
• • • • • ,
way, rise returned to her hs me De nheiefes fern intersection- I
.teer urelerg (rig surtrery at the. al I. : game was a 4-0 lois'
Vanderbeit He,pital in Nasheelle. to Cr • ,a A. A. in ISSN.
Of Mrs. H. B. Brady
The CsesIden Circle Sunday
School Clam of the First Baptist
Church met in the lame of Mrs.
H. B. Brady recently at 7:30
The eresidera, Mts. James Mc-
Neely. called tIve meeting to
order. and Mrs. J h R. Carpen-
ter led in prayer. .
• The des otton was presented by
Mrs. Kenneth Adams on "What
, eell quite a bit ,of illness
around here. Rudy :Hendon has
been real eick for over a week.
Uncle Bud Allbritten has been
surfering inure lately. Oren Sim-
mons was real sick last week
and Mrs. Oren Simmons has a
severe cold. Most of the sick
were able to be back to church
Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten
and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy Carrot and Diana 4n
ducah over the weekend.
Mr. Tom Linville visited the
George Linville's Wednesday of
last week.
.Mr. and Mrs. Linville had as
V ISItUrS Saturday, Mrs. Buford
Barton and Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Sa.mon and sons, and Debby
Jackson Sunday and during the
week callers were Mrs. N. L.
Jesus Means To Me." Wilson and Mr. Clarice Gregory.
Numerous item's of business The Linville's are proud of
were discussed during the busl- a new telephone.
nem setnion which was conclude Roads se bad we were very
ed. with prayer- led by Mrs. glad to have Mr. and . Mrs. Zelna
Ragen McDaniel. Farris, Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
Refreetenents- were served to Grubbs and Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Mesdames Kenneth Adams, Belb Harmon and James to wors
hip
Biettngeore Billy Joe Bryan, with Us last -Sunday.
 Visitors
Claws Cagle, oe R. Carpenter, always welcome and Bro. 
Jay
Halton Charlton,. Kenneth Crem- Lockhart will be 
here Sunday,
er, Lewes Martin. Ragon Mc- 231.d, 
both morning end evening
Daniel, James McNeely, L. K. 11:00 am. and 630-p.m.
Shields, _Marlin Whithell a n d Mr. 
and Mrs. Hilton Wiltiamf
the trustees 
and daughters were Sunday nig
• • •.• guests of the A. W. Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Hatchet"
N. Murray Club spent Thursday night and rs.
Illeets In flame Of Melvin Grogan Friday night withMr. and Mrs. I. E. Allbritten
Mrs. C rawf aid and daughters. Mr. and Mrs.
Hatcher and Mrs. Harold Grogan
The Nsirth Murray linmemak- and son were Sunday afternoon
ees Club nie.t recently. in tkie callers of the Allbrittens.
barne of Mrs. Charlie Crawford Johnny Miller is sick with
at 1020 in the_ intoning. Mss. flue --
B. J. Mein-Ian. president, con- Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons
ducted the meeting. visited Mr. and Mrs. Rob Duncan
The main lesson on oven one night last week.
meek( was prepared by the food Bubbo Hill is visiting home-
leaders. Mib. Crawford and Mee folks this week. between se-
Preneel peed. Mrs- Zetfie weed's mesters of Freed-Hardeman Col-
gave . the oeve-on anti -I a
•
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Some Clergymen Feel Miracles' Carolyn...
In- Bible Stumbling Block
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
The miracles 'recorded in the
bible may have served in past
generations to strengthen faith.
But many clergymen feel that
the situation is reversed today.
Modern man has been condition-
ed by a scientific age to look
for natural, cause-and-effect ex-
planations of all phenomena. He
tends to look with skepticism
on any- religion that takes mir-
acles seriously. Thus for millions,
in and outside of the church the
•"mighty works of God" related
in the Old and New Testament
have Isehortie. stumbling blocks to
This problem, which cuts across
all denominational lines, has re-
cently engaged the attention of
a number of Protestant a n d
Catholic scholars. Of several
books touching on the subject,
two of the best are "The Book
of Miracles," by Zsolt Aradi
(Farrar, Straus and Cudahy) and
"Barnes to Belief" by Norman
F. Langford (Westminster Press).
Aradi is a CatbhUg/ Longford a
Presbyterian.
Clear Distinction
Both wriiers draw a clear
distinction be:When belief in the
principle that miracles can hap-
pen and believing that any par-
neuter miracle did take place.
The rationalist argument that
Price...
{greyer. Miss Barbara Hart of Nashville
The group voted on and its- visited Mr. and Mrs. Wilfixel
cussed plans for the emend Hart last weekend.
year. Mrs. Carl Kingins report- Mr. and Mrs. Billy Kingins
ed on landscaping. and daughter purchased the Mrs.
Eleven • members were present- N. L. Wilson place and moved
Three -ASCOTS attending the lad week.
meeting ,and became members of Mr. and Mrs. Ewen Stubblefield
the club. They were Meedames land children purchased t he
Derr ehy Futrell, Hilda Woods James Lamb farm and moved
and Zee Woods. there last week.
The next club meeting will - Mr. and Mrs. James Alton
be bald legnie.1.1.. anal,0241 an the ored l& elace lerninle house' of
merning in the h .me of Mrsi Mr. and Mrs. Kingins. We are
B. J. Hoffman. Iprtiud to have all, these new
• • • • Ineighbors. -
Be nice-etall this snow leaves
in a hurre. Den't mow and
hoping if sun ever hinea all the
sick gullies will all get better.
(Continued from Page One)
virally necessary to lure buyers
into the market .place.
GE Objection Lesson
One government official trac-
ed an object leesim in the receue
aeton by General Electric in
tubing its appliances out of the
Leen price or "fair trade" clas-
seficiatiesen. ''Iteheee-eitt• was- aosuet- -
den upsurge in retail sales on
GE 4ppLianceis as stores in fen
nude states ceit prices to appeal
to h•nsumers.
An ether eeSeenurnist, pointing to
the sagging market for new cars,
expressed beehl that auto menu-
facturens faced with a backlog
of ms ire than 900.000 unsold
cars may reduce pieces in the
near future.
None of the federal officials
with whom the United Press
talked suggested a return to
government wage-price errerol.s.
They generally neicedeehter p e•
buienem and Leber well see the
logic of improved...jade vsa the
route of price cuts.
miracles are "impossible" is bas-
ed on the belief that the physical
laws of the universe are in-
herently unchangable.aBut Aradi
points out that thinrbelief cannot
be "proved" scientifically. It is
just as much an act of faith
as the belief that the author of
the universe can intervene in
nature te produce effects which
seem to be outside of its normal
processes.
To deny the possibility of
such intervention, Aradi says, is
to deny God's -omnipotence or
"by implication, his very exist-
ence."
Atheist's Position
That, of course, is precisely
the position that atheists take.
But neither Aradi nor Langford
are speaking primarily to .the
comparatisely small percentage
of people who are atheists. Their
books are addressed-rather to
the large number of people who
do believe in God but who
say they "cannot believe in ner-
aclese'
This number, Langford nines,
includes many professing. Chris-
tians who accept Jesus pfrist
as a unique revelation of God's
redemptite love but who wutild
like to separate this faith from
the "miracle stories" of :the new
testament.
Miracles And Magic
"Oltincommon source of con-
fusi e'ffie .,habit of regarding
miracles as identleatewith magic,
and --thin out of- place in a
modern _man's view of what is
possible in our universe. " •
Services
'- (Continued from Page One)
man, Jr., M. C. Ellin, Guy Bill-
mgt-on, Mrs. Eva Curd, and Mrs.
—I- reeeretn,
(Continued from Page One)
ai the MA-South Sperling Bee
at Memphis, April 8. Each par-
empanst there wall recoeye a $25
Saving Bend and a Paper Mete
pen.' Her parents or teacher will
acesimprany her to Memphis. ,
Randy received $10.00, Bar-
bera $5.00. Each school repre-
sentative received $1.00 for par-
ticipating. Af: er the miateth all
the spellers wore taken In a
local drug store f o r reereatee
meats.
Other children participating in
the match wore: Martha Evens,
Aline; Judy Paschall, Hazel;
Hall, Jenrui Grove;
Megow, Murray Training:
Shawn Churchill, Murray High;
and Carl Ellis, Independence.
Prize Money for the Spettleieg
Bee was made posetble by Curl-
isibut2ons from all the h i g la
sethoole cal Calloweje, Peoples
Bank, Bank of Murray, Frazee,
Melugin, and Holton, Belli-Set-
tle, Tollee"s Food Market, Rob-
ert Young, Leon Grogan, Hen-
don Featierson, Murray High
School a n d Murray ellraiziang 4
Schnol.
Mrs. Annie Mae Hopkins is
to be congratulated her the
training and enenurgement she
has given to Careh-n. Kirksey
nigh School has won, the Spell-
ing Match fur the last three
censtantive yeens. Annaba Caro-
lyn Etrancbon won in- lig56._ Jetli-
ner Riley won in 1957.
White pal:inure are One at' our
.largest' Amerkein isrda. The
voranpread readies nine beet.
The nest meeting of the
41minrrattee is scheduled f sr Apr.!
25. at Which time the OkteAge-
Amistance ler:gram of the D.%
Men of Pubic Assistance will
be discumed by a rtpr,-,..nlat..ve
of that Division.
FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA
ALwAvi BEST AT THE
SOUTHSIDE
DRIVE-IN
Hazel Road Phone 1482
"ARE YOU FULLY COVERED?'
TOO LATE WITH TOO LITTrl
But don't YOU be too late
with too little INSURANCE!
And to be Surf that YOU are
FULLY COVERED see us about.
the new Homeowners Cpmbina-
tion Policy which -provide* all
the essential INSURANCE you
need for your home and SAVES
YOU .209... Call us today about
tills money saving INSURANCE
plan.
Purdom It Thurman
South Side of the Square
Phone 842
NEW SPRING STYLES FOR TOTS TO TEENS!
We have chosen with utmost tare...
these smart new footwear styles for Spring
by Weather-Bird! l'hey're not only famous for
good looks, but lots of rough and tumble
wearability ...be sure to come in with your
youngsters soot ! All sizes and widths ...Correctly fitted.
-
See Mickey Mouse TV Show!
'4.95 to '6.95
hopy oeses FAMILY SHOE STORE
a
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,arolyn...
(Continued from Page One)
_ the MA-South Spelling Bee
Meanies, April 8. Each par-
capaM there wall recoi)e a $25
avang Bond and a Paper Mate
en.' Her parents or teacher will
roompany her to hlemphia. „
Runde' received $10.00, Bar-
era $5.00. Each school repre-
entative received $1.00 for par-
icipating. After the snatch all
he spellers were taken to a
ical drug store f o r reareaha
nents.
Other chaldren paracapating in
he Match were: Martha ENIaniS,
time; Judy Paschall, Hazel;
Iodli Hall, Lynn Grove; Ger-
axle Megow, Murray Training;
ahanon Chunahlill, Murray High;
ind Carl Ellis, Independence.
Prize Money for the Spelling
Bee VOLIS made pasatble by con-
tributians Dean all the h i g Is
anoeas of Calloway; Peoples
Bank, Ban.k of Murray, Frazee,
Melugin, and Holton, Belk-Set-
tle, Tolley's Fed Market, Rob-
ert Youag, Leon Gragan, Ran-
dall Patterson, Murray High
Schaal a n d Murray allnaining 4
School.
Mr. Annie Mae napkins is
to be congratulated far the
training arid encourgement she
has given to Carolyn. Kirksey
High Schaal has won. the Spell-
ing Match for the last three
consecutive yenta. Anneta Caro-
lyn Brandon won in- Haiti, Jena-
for Riley won in 1957.
ief
White pekicam are one ot out
„largest* Ameraran, lards. The
eameaporerad roaches nine feat.
-
"ARE YOU FULLY COVERED?"
TOO LATE WITH TOO LITTrE
But don't YOU . be too late
with too little INSURANCE!
And to be surf that YOU are
FULLY COVERED see us about.
the new Homeowners Cpmbina-
tion Policy which -provides all
the essential INSURANCE you
need for your home and SAVES
VOL 20%. Call us today about
this money saving INSURANCE
plan.
Purdom & Thurman
South Side of the Square
Phone 842
 4
; TO TEENS!
a_ •
: STORE
•
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as pee weed ter elle day. ailalossono ef 17 w•relis for 500 -So per weed fee three day*. Glaandellad
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ads are payable la advance.
r FOR SALE_1
Pr ia:re Refrigerator, in good
Good loin. Reasonably priced.
139-J. M20C
D REFRIGERATORS, elec-
tric inators, aled.ric stoves, Duo-
'in oil heaters. We buy and
Mill used appliancee aard motors.
B. It Dal. Phone 988. TFC
--a 
Y, Jap or grass,. Three laricka
and 500 bale. T. G. Shelton,
3. Phone 581. 5120C
NNW & USED TIlaFai We m-
oan rmifflers and ail pipes.
Two Muffler check. Let us serv-
ice your oar. It please us to
please you. We give Top Value
Stamps. Main Street Shell Sera.,
6th & Main, phone 9119. Thomas
Jones, owner. Burter Chilcuat ,
manager. M26C
HOLSTEIN COW with first calf.
Can be seen an Coles Camp
road See Mr. Buell *Dutton or
Wells Purchosn. Phone 949-W-3.
M27C
t..s.d.ibWvAD PUZZLE
ACROSS
. 1-Parent (collet i
4-Fald notic•
6- tills rpen
II- Itearlik•
13-I 'n tied
16 -Hebrew letter
16-Part of floss er
(pl.
101-Arti
)
nciat
language -
ill-Earth saddest+
21- Verve
'22-Ireland
24-4; irl'a ham.
26-T4ke one e pal t
2g-compass-point
"29-Ohl
• ,wrunanieh
11-Mother of
Helen of Troy
33-Pronoun
31-Man's name
44.- Pare
Pi-Exclamation
40-Tumult
12-Actuated
47, ( cage
47-Chimney
carlion
49- European
Sit-ti Iris name
52-Labor
54 Pao)lonlan -
deity
65-Teutonic deli)
66-Arbor
59-Symbo) for
tantalum
ft-Rela(ion
63-Tour
6.-1Por t Iona of
medicine
66-Compass point
97-Before
'onwr•
12/ima1l dog
2-A .tate
3-Postscript
tabbr.)
4-Poker stake
I-Apportions
6-Slim
A %At( to Yoriterdaya Pundit
00001 M0012
00MO ARM
10 0000
00 00SM
3Mad MOM
ammin mine
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OIMM 000A N
OU00 0800
800 08118
OCIM 0880 00
0010 WIRD 00
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weight
8- Plintr er
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tie
.1111-E. late
14- Recipient of
gift
V -Post
20-- Ntaithre oem.
23-Note of
21-A eon, inent
(abbr.)
115-- Winglike
it-Kind of ,•he. S•
30 r.f
discord
32.-on tap of
Si-Thou' who
plunder
117--Cry of
Da.a.ha oats
118-Slan of
saaac
39-Friehtful
41-instrument
44-Prefix.
1$- 
n
4-Printer's
'measure
4S-Tips
5I-i'n't
Siam, PO
Currency (pl.)
it- rult . of I fifftkn
currency 11.1.5
57--Penials roll
v continent
tahhr
40- BeveriKr
t*onJnhettoac Brother of (sits
'DUNCAN PHYFE end table, •coffee table and drum 'table to
match, akar fadockng wheel ohaira
Like new. Call 510-R. M28C
Buy_Wanted To R
CLEAN, CitiTTON RAGS. No
buttons, zippens. Ledger and
Times. Phone 55. TF
Male Help Wanted 1
SALESMEN: One of the fastest
gnawing companies tn the state,
now has openings for two sales-
men in this county. You work
ex hours daily home at night,
above average income. Write
slating full qualifications. B. H.
Evans, Box 749, Paducah, Ky.
M26C
rius.. Opportunities
3 WOMEN far part time work.
Day or evening hours In suit
eau. No experience necessary
but mat be walling Worker and
dependable. Average $1 68 per
hour. Phone Jackson, Tennessee
2-1880 after 8:00 p.m., .or write
Mrs. Bette Piencey, P 0. Box
1006, Jackson. If rural incaNde
r Services Offered
_
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Pronipt service 7
days a week. Cali long distance
ctilect, 'Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
Female Help Wanted
RELIABLE LADY to live with
aged woman. Ph. 641-W. M27P
NOTICE
1
FULLER BRUSH Representative
in Murray. Coanetacs; houounald
products, new • type nylon dust
mops, etc. Freed Curd. Phone
2168-XJ: M26C
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
Service on all makes. Phone
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
after 4:00. Al2C
Mattaesses Rebuilt lace new.
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative Tabers Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. TFC
ir 7'77&remains to twine and phone FOR RENTnumber. M27C
LOST & FOUND I
L 0 S T: Por5 of ladies black
frame cat eye glasses. Reward.
Kay Roberti. Phone VIVI or 48.
M7.8C
LOST: Dental braces. Wire and
pin 'time. Resembles bridge
wahaut teeth. Reward. Phone
1765-J. TFnc
Medium size V. re.i.7. painter with
lemon head and ears. If found
call Hub Duna. -Phone 1025 or
2282. M25C
WrinkiZehrt111%*
Niti "WNW WW1 afy WILLIAM FULLER
arl
CTIAPTET: 19
S SOON as my tat friend left
me I undLessed and stepped
unto the stall sfrawer at the bath-
room. I stood under steaming hot
water for long minutes.
When I got out, and after I
had toweled. I more or less In-
advertently Icsiked in the cabinet
°vet the wash basin said was
somewhat amazed to rind a new
toothbrush, tooth powder, a
razor. shaving cream and a comb.
I suprosed that all these luxuries
could be summed up and put into
the same general classification as
thr last dinner given a man
scheduled to burn in the ,electric,
chair. Bot this fairly gruesome
thought didn't slow me down
When I'd brushed my teeth and
shaved and combed my hair I
felt better. The not, then cold
water an the shower had lessened
the swelling around the gash in
the hack of my head. The wound
itself seemed to be healing
cleanly.
There were knocks at the door.
I wrapped a towel around my
waist, croseed the bedroom and
opened the door. Two olive-
skinned, dark-haired, whit e-
jaeketed flunkies were there. One
held a tray, the other an armful
01 clothes.
I stood aside. The little guy
with the chow planted his tray
on the table by my bed. The other
one dumped his armload of cloth-
ing on top of my dreascr:
"Much -obliged," I said.
"No speak," one of them gad.
"Espanol?"
tlis face lighted.. "Si, senor.*
"Graciaa." I said. ay Rpairlah
itas strictly pidgin type I wished
I knew enough of it to ask him
where I WOW what I was doing
here and for whom he worked.
But .he probably wouldn't have
told me anyway.
'Thane. dom. Senor: he said.
'IN. nos •has. senorc.." I said.
They bowed and left me.
I hal a look al the chow. There
was oraneo plice and the (alined
halt ht a papaya There were a
,..eple of pnahed eggs on toast
real a pot of coffee. I was sud-
denly hiingry I had plenty of
thinking to do but that could
Walt.
When I'd finished breakfast I
'tad a look nt the clothes they'd
brought me There were three or
tour white trams type shirts--•
Mos too small. but they'd stretch.
There were a balf-demen shorts
rd three pairs of softly Inure
°red khaki slacks. I was all set
' en. • •
eel where?
aresiwirai on the bed, propped
mew against my hack and
-I to think things through
at was this I'd gotten mixed
•
tip in? I tried to wrap it in cap- our cone-ere-Mon Ti e fr. emir or
sole form and come up with some ' one of his hoods. They'd li.er .11
the neighborhood.
What had Joan been shout to
tell me about Jack Forbes? What
piece of information coukt there
possibly be about a dead man im-
portant enough to cost the girl.
her life?
I shook the sleep from my
eyes. I couldn't afford to sleep
now.
Tom Lear!
Tom Lear had lied so me about
his relationship with Forbes He'd
lied to me about his relationship
with Joan Morris. And it was
he. actually. who had thotieh in-
advertently sent me to see .loan
Morris I'd never even heard of
the girl until he told me about
her. And then he turns up, after
her murder. pals with the fat
marl and his fellow•goons.
It just didn't make sense at all.
I yawned.
Suddenly I felt a dozen hareis
on me. I tried to fight back For
some reason my arms refosed to
move. I was helpless. I shouted
for help . .
And then I awakened. I Vsil
dripping in sweat. My right arm
had been under me while I slept.
It had gone numb. I shook it a .d
felt the needles of returning cur-
culetion. I staggered to my feet,
walked Go a window, raised the
shade and looked out. The cal-
endar art colors of a beginning
sunset were in the western sky.
I'd slept all day.
I was groping in my pockets
for secigarette when there was a
knock at the door. I slipped into
my trousers and went to the door.
I cracked it. A man I'd never
/leer before, a shin, dark. rrlIMP
iteh man said, "You're expected
aboard the Teresa for -dinner in
thirty minutes. Mr. Dolan. I'll
be back in, _twenty minutes to
show you the way."
"Just like that, huh?" I wild.
"I beg your pardon?" be slid.
"Skip it," I. said. "I'll be
ready."
After a cold shower I dressed
in some of the fresh clothes I'd
been brought. I lit a fresh cig-
arette and sat down and waited.
For a man in the sort of a jam
was in I was strangely elated.
I felt that very soon ad have the
r^^yiers to at least some of my
q- .•;,1 us. The Terrsa was of
the cruiser I'd seen frem
the air. And It ieemed almost
certan that I should find Mimed
the Teresa the -person who was
pulling all the strings around
here.
I could hardly wait..
--
"I can mnke you whit end
were dead!" Dolan I. r,nirvz to
t,,h1. "Miami Manhunt" con-
Unues here tomorrow.,
sort of an answer. I'd come to
Miami Beach to live it 'up for a
couple of weeks. Just like any
ordinary bachelor with a couple
of weeks Off from the shop. I
meet this doll and make a date
with her.
And the roof falls in.
The doll, having made • big
thing at the fact that she needed
my help In recovering • quarter
of a million bucks, disappears. It
would seem that she's been mur-
dered.
And I'm blamed for that.
A dead man named Jack Forbes
seems to be the key figure in the
pi.zzle. I try to find out why. I
check with his ex-boss, who
later double-creases me. I cheek
with Forbes' ex-girlfriend. and
the ex-girlfriend turns up dead.
And it's a lead-pipe cinch that
I'm blamed for that, too. Miami
and Dade county police are un-
doubtedly out in force looking for
me right now.
In the meantime. I'm taken
over. slugged and flown to an
island somewhere in the Ba-
hamas. In .& peculiar way, this is
a favor. At least I'm not In jail.
I !amok my head. It didn't
make any sense at all.
The bright, earlyanornIng sun
corning through the windows hurt
my head. I got up and pulled
the shades. The MOT was almost
dark now. I sprawled heck on
the bed and tried to think some
more.
The fat man. The fat man
worked for 511-4714-1xxiy. But for
whom? My head - was getting
fussy, My eyeti(it• drooped,
(meal them open. I couldn't af=
ford to sleep now, not until I'd
thought this thing through. What
did I know ahnet the fat man!
The fat man had become my tail
after I'd met Wert& Okay. His
motivation there was clear
enough fie was afteethat wad of
dough Marta had mentioned. He
hadn't gotten the information
from Marta He thought I had it.
And he wanted it For this rea-
son I'd been taken over and
brought here.
But the fat man was taking
orders from someone. I hadn't
known this before for sere hut
I'd sensed it. and ',hen I'd taken
a shot in the dark this mornine
and had mid something 'Omit his
boss he'd played right along He
did have a boss ale was taking ,
orders. lied said so.
Ana Joan Morris. The blonde
had been on the verge of telling
me apmething important. Some-
thinkodbout Jerk Forbes. It
wean seem, becalm, of the tim-
ing, that this had been why she'd
been killed. It would SPCTO that
someone had been listening to
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
121h and ,Poplar. Phane 1142.
TFC
Argonne' Laboratory
To Run In Summer
CHICAGO - - One of
Ihe natii,na nuclear research
rereces air affray: open as
dyers to high school teachers
newt isnwner,-
Arg nne National Isaboratory
at Lernare, Ill, will run sum-
mer sa...satins to narraw the gap
between the tnairang ,,f many
hash school teachers and the
current state of scant:Lc devel-
opment.
'Me teachers wall review fun-
dian.t n:aki ,of nuclear energy,
hear lectures by Argonne amen-
L.ar and perf .rm experiments
related to atomic energy.
This is the strand . year Ar-
g,nne. 2.5 males southwest of
Chicago, has offered the "sum-
mer adiesel." A $10 regoetration
fee is required.
Old Statistic
Should Have
Rung  Ben-
By LYLE C WILSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON arl -The alarm
bell should have rung at bo,h
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue
this week when a certain old
statistic got into print.
It was the statistical fact that
after eight years of Franklin
D. Roosevelt's big-time spending
approximately 5,a0e,000 persons
remained unemployed in August,
1941. 'lhat was aimust 10 per
cent of the labor force -existing
then.
Neither the number of t_un-
employed now nor their ." per-
centage of the available labor
force is as large in this middle,
year of President Eisenhower's
second aciministrations, as were
both figures in the first year
of Flait's third term.
FDit was sold early on the
idea of pump-priming, big-time
sPending as a cure for depres-
siont
. The New Deal then tamed
to hurry-up direct relief to
create jobs. Hairy L. ktopkins
won that monied venture which
was known, as CWA - the Civil
Works Administration. Hopkins
and CWA were, in effect, direct
employees. SOMO-of the jobless
got tebej.raking leaves, painting
picturig, teaching the arts, main-
taining roads, parks and playe,
grounds.
There were a great many jobs
in CWA and, also, there was
a great lot of foolishness and
considetable politics. It seemed
to some persons that Hopkins'
allotments of job-making money
Kati a strange tendency to in-
mease in certainimportant areas
in the weeks just before an
election. 
However that may be, neither
Meg' indirect nor Hopkins' direct
approach to job-making was suf.
foment. Conditions did improve
but not enough to warrant any
great confidence now that such
methods could do any more
against current unemployment.
-  _rhea United Sates was worse
off in :he matter of unemplay-
ment in August. 1941, than it
ea today. A war was on the
stay. however, and on Dec. 7,
1941, the Japanese in a matter
of minutes cerated a situation
which ended unemployment in
the United States for a long, long
time.'
Started Baca Trend -
FDR's big-time, deficit spend-
ing, however, did one lob well.
In the name of inflation it did
a job on :he U.S. dollar from
which that shrunken item prob-
ably never will recover. FDR's
spending began the process which
has cut the value of a buck to
Comics Splinter Guests But
Fail To Move Ewald Thursday
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK (fr -Tv hiaa been
cpuel to the comics and Thurs-
day night three comics struck
Leak. They were cruel to TV.
Lt all happened on "Make me
Laugh," a .cheapte half - hour
chew that ABC-TV unveiled
Thursday night in what I guess
you would call a oarnecby-iauca-
ence pantaapation format.
The shiow is based on a gins-
tnkck that was trolled out a cou-
ple ad times on the NBC-TV
"Water Winchell Shaw" a few
seasons back. Three comics, al--
total a miiauae each, try to
squeeze a laugh out of a catizen-
volunteer. The citizen is sup- •
posed ki hold back.
The gimmick was expanded
Thursday night into a whole
program with Robert Q. Lewis
o• ernate. The comics Henry
Vsur.raan, Buddy Lester and a
genitleman who was introduced
as 'Broadway's own Sid Gould"
a cooperative succes-
ai tacams incluchng singer
'Any Ben-neat (-this week's
wonderful, wondertul singer,
Julius La ftoaa").
Jokes Lauahabte
Volunteer number one-a de-
signer of shoes - broke down
after 106 Tecands and gat $106
and a canton -of cigaretts. Bread-
way's own SZ.d Gould failed with
her when he tried .atach jokes
as: "yoou no doubt have seen
me many times on -the TV
screen where I go under the
name cif Buster Crabee" and
ayaull never know what lone-
earne is until you get to herd-
ing ones." Yes, I said these
were jokes.
Buddy Lester broke her up
by putting on a boseball cap
and yelling "safe -
Fanny? I thought I'd die.
Volunteer number two was
Pvt. Jody .McCrea (son of actor
Jeel. McCrea) and he brake up
in 96 seconds, but thii is pretty
exciaQble because as I remem-
ber the Army, Laughs came
about 50 cents.'
The process of shrinking the
lovely buck continues and that
is very bad, indeed, because
!he welfare of the nation and
,its people depends first upon
the integrity of their money,
The record on sknding a nation
out of depression in peace-time
is not encouraging.
Mareover, the record shows
that the spending effort invites
or compels money inflation which
too easily can become as deadly
to the common man as being
out of a job. More deadly, in
fact. And, of course, it could-
and-may happen here,
pretty cheap - entire platoons
would splanter when someone
even drawled "au -ha, San An-
tone.'
Anyway, Pvt. _McCrea's down-
fall occurred When Broadway's
awn Sid Gould, his lower lip
jutting Like a melanchely cat-
fish, said: "I killed 5000 men in
the Army-I was a wok."
Bennett Alfeays Laughing
you're still with me, alter
a, married couple was talatzed in
97 seconds, Tony Bennett ap-
peared and he had a few jokes
at ?et own about the weather
in Miami_ Bennett was a dead
pigeon from .he start. He began
laughing before the comedians
even came on ahd all I've got
to say is-that the Russians sure
could lea-rn sometleng about co-
operatian. freen
"I know these boys," chtickl-
ed Bennett, with a -chucklesome
chuckle, and when Broadway's
awn Sad Gould faced karn and
said: "Did you ever work with
Roy Smeck and his bahld'.1" Ben-
nett fell apart. The count ,-was
19 soma& and I had the faint
atepicion that "a,h-ha, Saa An-
tone" might have clone it 'barn
quicker.
Since Bennett had announced
he was dan.ating his winnings to
chattily ($19 and a carton of
cigarettes), they let Buddy Les-
ter a; ham, too. Leger held up
a• rubber bOot mad punned to
various sputa ,.on it: "Rocky
Marcono *as burn here and
Perry Corno was born hers and
..." Bennett collapsed in a
fierce gale of Ms -Own chuakies.
Seconds: 42. For write char-
ity: $42 more and, I preourne
another mason of cigarettes.
"Well, that's all for tonaght,"
or something like that said
---Q-.- Lewis atr -tte - signed-
aff "Remember, keep laug,hin
...and keep sinking..." •
Yes, I will, Robert Q. smok-
ing, I mean.
The Channel Swim: "Dial M
for Murder." the NI3CeTV Spec
se: for Apra 25,- will sear Mau-
rice ,Evans, Jahn Williams and
Arehoty- Diawson-:- All members
of the original Broadway cast.
Ptal Savers has asked Polly
Bergen to jean hem in his May
13 spec for CBS-TV.- .
"Lave that J.11" a n d -Ptie
Betty WfiSte Show" won't be
back next season on ABC-TV.
Some numbers of CBS-TV's
"Playhouse 90" may come from
New York neat aszeafn. Among
:hese be.ng considered for the
Manhattan procituting job a r e
Fred Cue, John Houseman anu
Gurcion Duet
NBC-TV's "Your Hit Parade"
wants to chuck its entire cast
of singers for next season 'and
PAGE FIVE
go with a lineup of big name
vonalests. NBC-TV's "Kraft
Tatealre" cancelled its April 30
F. Scott Fitzgerald play, "Last
of the Beaes" and replaced it
with Ernest HerninewaY's "Fifty
Grand."
Invitation To Bid
'The Caileway County Fiscal
Court will purr-lease the follow-
ing equipment and tnadht.nery at
their regular. meeting .n April
1, 1958, in the County Judge's
Office in the Court House in
Murray, Call..:›way County, Ky.
You are intatedato bid -on the
fa/losvang equipment:ate., • a -
One bucket type gravel load-
er equipped with a one yard
bucket, also one and one-half-
yara bucket.
Also four, two ton tr.'CkS with
the following specifications:
Two speed axle. 1900 pounds
gross vehicle weight. 825x20,
10 ply tube type tires. Stand-
ard cab with heater and de.
froster, heaviest springs, front
and rear.
Two adjustable long armed
mirrors. Minimum one quart
replacement element type oil
fitter. Minimum one quart out
bath type oil cleaner, or dry
element type.
72 Inch cab to axle measure..____
ment. Two front two hooks.
Bid on both 6 and 8 cylinder
engine, specify horse power. •
The Ceunty Judge teal re-
ceive bids on the above cleiscrib-
ed equionent at His office any
time prior to 3:00 p.m. Satur-
day, March a9, 1958.
Callaway Courey reserves the
right ta reject any and all bids.
M20-25
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen `4rIf
- Friendly Service -
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
In our 31st year of
'termite control
work
Guarantee Covering Cost
of Future Repairs
Recommended by 96 Lumber
Companies Tit,. Area
MURRAY LUMBER
• COMPANY
Phone 262
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MAN
t TOOK THE LIBERTY
OF R7MOVING THEM,
SIR:
I-400/ FAR CAD
YOU REMOVE THEM -
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WELL -
WHAT'S
NEW?
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and
APPLIANCES
We Will Give FREE
-.1%n SILVER) DOLLARS
SAT. NIGHT (April 5) 8.:00
To The Lucky Person Whose Nam,-
Is Drawn From Our Registration Box
You do not have to buy anyithing to
register and you do not have to be
present to win.
 11•••
Li
SILVER
DOLLARS
WE ARE GOING TO GIVE TO YOU - .our customers- Furni
ture, Appli-
ances, Rugs, Carpets — in fact, alt home furnisl•ingq f
or the next 10-days at
unheard of prices:1(es, many are far below wholesale
 and in addition, we are
going to give One Silver Dollar back fo- (Wel \ $10.00' you
 spend at Diug_u_id's
whether your purchase is cs'h t* tune p.,tYntent, regard
less -o make or brand
bf merchandise, whether fair trade or n.)t.
ALL APPLIANCES Over $10000 May Be Bought With Payments Starting it')E 
1953 .
BIG VALUE
in a BIG 11 cu ft
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
's 219 95with track11
S YEAR
PlIOTICTION
'tall ON
"MIGRATION
LIMITED SUPPLY!
Come in... or call today!
79 years of-serving Murray .and Calloway County its home furnishing needs,
a qualir store, still growing, not always the clrapest, but ALWAYS TH
E
BEST FOR LESS, featuring the finest brand name merchandise available.
G.E. - MOHAWK CARPETS - KROLHLER LIVINGROOM FURNITURE
- SIMMONS BEDDING and HIDE-A-BED SOFAS - 'WILLETT SOLID
CHERRY FURNITURE - HOWELL DINETTE FURNITURE - THOMAS-
VILLE SOLID MAPLE FURNITURE and a ihost of others io celebrate our
79th and biggest year.
APPIIANOES
BY GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMBINATION
WASNER-DRTER -
•.•ocft N.& 66oe.
$100
SAVINGS
e
WASHES MO MIES
• full 8-pound load of
family washables —
settings for delicate
fabrics too!
COMPLETELY
AUTOMATIC
... so autom..tic
so'fiependable ... you
can leave the house
!flowing laundry *in
be don* beautifully'
SAVES SPACE
—same size as Xi.-
loch kiicAen C). :iii
—fits almost any-
where!
With this wonderful new General
Electric Combination Washer-Dryer
an your home, you will finally enjoy
complete freedom from the drudgery
and care of old-lashionrd washdavs.
And, with its compact design, you can
do all your washing and drying in a
awe normally used for washing only'
Ask fol• a free demonstration of Ge
neral
Electric's Combination Washer-Dryer
Ift-nmtpA
Lowest Price Ever
on
YOURS for less than $100
plus your old range
ON WASHER and MEV=
GREATEST BARGAIN YOU'LL EVER FIND!
Here's your chance to get th-at famous pair. the GENERAL EL
ECTRIC AUTOMATIC
WASHER and AUTOMATIC DRYER at a- savings of $140t Was
her takes up to 8 pounds of dry
clothes. Activator washing action gets clothes deter. Damp-dry
-spin dries some pieces ready to
iron. Dryer saves work and weather worries. Makes clothes l
ook better, wear Istiag7!r. be*
pleased as punch when your clothes come out of your G.E. DRY
ER ... clean, fragrant, soft and
fluffy. Many pieces can be worn without ironing — a real tim
e saver!
A. a ateam iron, pr.wer• with-
out a damp cloth, irons moat
harm* washout sprinkling. As
a riry irun,,,p‘rfaict bust for any
APriC.
Reg.. '15.95
$1268
G.E.
STEAM ,
IRON 1'19.95
Value
• DLJIE
...
,
Pritlativf
1101 II 111114: • .41114.1. iair
CW141111•11,,r, Fior our u rt Ole
TI '1.1 r
$249.95
5600 B.T.U.
•
SILVER
• DOLLARS
itPIE,:tTURE CONTlkit'P 
SIMPtifILD
P Cets7ORT CONTROL
ADAKiallE
InSTALLATION
04995
LIMITED QUANTITY
$995
ONLY
48
rooms
LEFT!
)9
only 59c
GE
WASHER
DRYER
SAVE '140 ef),
,=•••••
COME ON DOWN TC,
MUM'S'
for the
.SILVER. DOLL I:
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